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arns Another Tuition Increase is Likely
By Shara D. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard
University
President H. Patrick Swygert
delivered his State of the
University Address to members
of the Faculty Senate in the
College of Medicine on
Wednesday, announcing that a
tuition increase is likely.
Swygert began with the
recent accomplishments and
new challenges that the university faces. He noted that with
the continuing conflict in Iraq
and the shrinking budget of
Congress, Howard would need
to pass the cost on to students
for the financial shortfall by
increasing tuition for the second year in a row.
Because a tuition hike was
avoided during the 2001-2002

school year, students will probably feel the effects of it with
another increase this year.
"Enrollment as a generator
of expendable income has been
modest, even with [last year's]
tuition increase," Swygert said.
With Congress having to
reduce the amount of appropriations this year, Howard must
ensure that students can still
expect the same high level of
excellence with which they have
become familiar. Students like
junior finance major Sara
Wright agree that an increase in
tuition is necessary for Howard
to survive.
"I hope that the heightened
rates and increased tuition will
not deter potential students
from attending Howard," she
said. "Since we already have a
low tuition rate for a school of

ext Year

this caliber, it's still a good
value for students, but I do realize that this is an organization
[and] that it requires money to
stay afloat."
Other students are not as
welcoming to the idea of an
increase as Wright.
"I think that a tuition
increase is horrible because we
pay enough as it is," freshman
rtvf major Marcell McClure
said. "I am not on a scholarship,
so I have to pay for [everything]; they are not paying for
my books. My mom already has
to take out loans, so it would be
more stress on her."
Another major subject that
Swygert discussed in his presentation is the construction of
new buildings around ca1npus,
See SWYGERT page AB

PHOTO BY RON ROGERS

President Swygert said that a tuition increase for the 2004-2005 school year is almost
unavoidable.

Students Voice
School of Communications Job Fair
Election Views to CNN
"Rock the Vote," a non-profit,
non-partisan organization, to
present
a
Democratic
Besides declaring candida- Presidential Candidate Forum
cy for the Democr~tic Sea~ in for Young Voters. The event
the 2004 Presidential election, will be held exactly one year
Joe Lieberman, Carol Moseley prior t~ the 2004 Presidenti~I
-Braun Howard Dean, and Al Election and will take place 1n
Sharpt~n all have something Boston, Massachusetts.
in common. They all came to
"We thought it was fitting
Howard's campus to speak to f9r CNN .com to come to
ws net- Howard University, a school
stu d ent s, and now ne
k
.
d
• •
has done the same. J nown for its stu ent act1V1~m
CNN
k
wor CNN came to the universi-·• and pro d u?t1VIty,
· · " Ri ce sa1 d Wednesday to find out "Howard 1s located 1n the
tyho~ Howard students are nation's capital, so students
;:l~ng about and whal,- their are right in the heart of the
views are on politics aqd pres- U.S. government. When I was
idential hopefuls. /
at Howard, students were very
Ramonica Rice,.ra Howard active and I pretty m_uch get
Uni·versity alu1v;a ' was the that same ·sense · of 1nvolveCNN representa ve interview- ment as I 1nterVIeW st u dent s
ing the student/s. CNN's visit today."
was part of a9'.'fnitiative by t~e
Various .Howard student~
company tqr discover what 1s were asked 1f they were plan
on the hea;-ts of young voters. ning to ~ote, t_o which_ most
Various executives from CNN everyone 1nterVIewed said yes.
d CNN.com travel to their They were also asked what
a~ma maters and gather the were some of the issues they
;olitical views of the students. were concerned with as young
The
interview
with voters.
Howard students will be feaUnemployment, educatured on CNN.com. The Young tion, financial aid, social
Voters Opinion Initiative will divides and affirmative action
culminate on November 4
when CNN will partner with See CNN page AB

By Charreah Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfield is .
accused by Yale for using
bullish tactics.

On Thursday, 44 faculty
members at Yale University's
law school filed a lawsuit, alleging that U.S. Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld violated their First Amendment
rights by using bullish tactics to
implement a military recruiting
program on campus. The plan,
which gives the military unlimited access to all students'
records through the career
development office, calls for the

Lectures
on Life

at Howard

By Charreah Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer
As students walked the

PHOTO BY CALVIN SEATON

The School of communications Job Fair was held on Thursday from_ 9:00_ a.m.-6:00
p.m. and today, from 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Some_ of th~ major corporations included
are ESPN, NBA, The Washington Post, and Knight Ridder.

Yale University Sues R11111sfeld for First
By Shara D. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer

Ossie Davis

university to open its doors to
recruiters looking to enlist students after graduation.
Unlike all other companies
that wish to recruit on Yale's
campus, the military refused to
sign an anti-discrimination
agreement. The faculty members who are filing the lawsuit
claim that the military discriminates against gays and lesbians
with their "don't ask, don't tell"
policy. They believe that it is an
attempt to force Yale to subscribe to their discriminatory
practices by avoiding the proper channels of Yale's system.

endment Violation
"What the military is trying
to do by demanding that we
actively assist them in their
recruiting efforts here is draft
us in their war against gays and
lesbians," faculty member
Robert Burt told CNN.com.
Aaron Nelson, junior political science major, thinks that
Yale has a legitimate argument
and is appropriately pursuing
legal action.
"It wasn't right what [the
military] did," he said. "Yale
has a good basis for a lawsuit
because it is a private entity
with the right to prohibit [out-

side] agencies from accessing
student information for recruiting purposes. They shouldn't be
punished for taking a stand."
If Yale had refused the
allowance of the military on
campus, under the terms of the
Solomon Amendment, the university would have risked losing
$300 million in research funding from the government. The
1996 Solomon Amendment
gives the government the right
to deny funding to any instituSee RUMSFIELD page AB

halls of the John H. Johnson
School of Communications,
many probably did a double
take when they read "Ossie
Davis, Annenberg Professor of
Communications" on one of
the office doors.
The legendary actor, playwright, director, screenwriter,
producer, author, and political
activist spent Monday and
Tuesday sharing with students
his abundance of knowledge
and wisdom.
Although Davis is new to
his title as the professor at
Howard, he is not new to
speaking at various events
associated with the university.
"With an invitation from
Dean Dates and Dr. Niles, I am
able to formalize my association by coming on campus and
doing something more organized through lectures and
seminars. I have always felt
obligated to this university,"
Davis said.
Davis is definitely no
stranger to Howard, as he is a
regular
attendee
to
Convocation and other university events. But more importantly, he attended Howard for
his undergraduate studies.
On Monday evening, Davis
gave a lecture, open to all stuSee DAVIS page AB
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Liberia in the Hearts and
Minds of Howard Students
By Candace Jones
Hilltop Staff Writer

Dr. Ruth's Prescription

Guinea

'

\

What's your
favorite place
on campus?

Senior African studies
major Robtel Pailey and others
hosted a forum, "Liberia:
America's Step Child" in the
Blackburn Gallery Lounge
Tuesday to inform students
about the history of the country.
"My purpose is to give
Liberia and its people a human
face!" Pailey said, referring to
her dislike of the vague portrayal of Liberia to people outside
the
country,
especially
Americans.
Pailey and Melvin Kadiri
Barrolle, both natives of
Liberia, addressed the current
issues of Liberia and the coups
that have taken place, not only
in the country's beginnings, but
also as recently as 20 years ago.
"My heart is with Liberia,"
Pailey said, who moved to
Washington, D.C. at the age of
six. She passionately gave a
firsthand account of how she
saw Liberia when visiting for
the first time, vividly describing

Anthony Hutchins
Radio-television-film
Sophomore
"My room's the only place
on campus where I don't
have to deal with ignorant·
people and fine arts by far
has the most personality."
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Liberia

Learn to Let Go
By Ruth L. Tisdale

• As I spent more time with Lashanda last week, we delved
~· ··-··--~··~--··--··---·
ATLANTIC OCEAN
deeper into her psychological problems. She told me that one
0
50 Mi e$
I
· of the relationships in her life was a destructive one, and that
PHOTO COURTESY Of WW\V.AUGUSTACHRONICLE.COM
t)le relationship was stifling the growth of other relationships.
"America'.s Stepchild," Liberia, was founded by freed black
It seems that Lashanda not only has the " I Can't Say No"
American slaves in the 19th century.
syndrome, but she also has the "I Can't Let Go" disease as well.
At the beginning of this disease, you begin a relationship
the sight of dilapidated build- African community in New
ings, poverty, and horror sto- York City. He too illustrated his with someone and it is a very pleasant experience. You are havries of the land during civil war experiences among his Liberian ing fun and learning a lot from the other person. You start to
her sister told her. Pailey said brothers and sisters in the com- notice little character traits that you may not like, but you dismiss it because you really like the person.
that seeing Liberia changed her munity.
As the disease progresses, you begin to see the true char"I want people to know
state of mind upon her return
to the States, making her angry Liberia for themselves, not just acteristics of the person. At this stage, you can see the signs
that this is not the type of person that you should be involved
and uneasy.
with, but you put off terminating the relationship because you
Barrolle, also from Liberia,
See LIBERIA page A9
feel that he or she will change their destructive behavior.
lived in a predominantly
The final stage of" I Can't Let Go," is the stage filled with
heartache. The relationship that started off as being fun and
uplifting has now turned into a relationship that is characterized by hurt feelings and sorrow. However, at this stage, love is
involved, and despite the other person's destructive behavior
towards you, you can't Jet them go, and you continue to stay.
The " I Can't Let Go" disease deals more with the emotional aspect of humans. When you have known someone for a long
time, you accept his or her shortcomings and behavior as normal. No matter how badly they treat you or no matter how
badly you feel about yourself, you stay because that person
may have been a security blanket for you .
This disease subjects its host to endless punishment and
horrible treatment, and if left untreated, will eventually lower
the person's self-esteem. This disease will have one settle for a
hot dog when they could have filet mignon.
Sometimes people who suffer from this disease believe
they ar.e" still 'with this person because I am a good influence
on them."
But, as my mother always told me, " Ruth, if you try to take
· a hog out of its dirt, it will make you dirty." So'many times we
try to be a good influence on people, and those people instead
become a negative influence on us.
., Pr. Ruth's prescriptioIL for this week is: Be _eareful of the
friends" that you mall:e. Oftentimes in life, people are quick to
PHOTO BY RON ROGERS
c;,11 anyone a friend, wheµ everyone cannot be a friend. We let
"Is it A, B, or C?" Seniors with plans for graduate school
people into our secret pla,ces without knowing if they are qualmust take the GRE before being admitted. GRE preparation
ified to handle the intricacies of our hearts.
is an important aspect for several graduating seniors.
The person that you make into a girlfriend or boyfriend
should be a friend first. Remember, the person that makes you
and offered year round. The April. The subject tests are
cry is not worth your tears and the person who is worth your
general test costs $115.
taken in a students' discipline
tears will not make you cry. if you only include true friends
The subject test costs $130 or major. There are limited fee
into your life, then you will never have to worry about letting
per subject and are offered i,n
them go.
November, December and

Seniors Prepare for GRE
By Isoke Nimmons
Contributing Writer
In the midst of studying,
participating in extracurricular activities, working, and vol. unteeri11.g, many graduating
seniors are faced with deciding
whether or not to take their
education to the next level and
face the Graduate Record
Examination, or the GRE.
Math ·major
Andrea
Watkins is scheduled to take
the test this week.
"I am totally stressed out
with studying and trying to
keep a balance between all the
things I have to do," Watkins
said.
Graduating seniors who
plan to attend graduate school
must take the GRE. It consists
of two separate tests: The general test and the subject test.
The general test consists of
verbal, analytical, and quantitative writing sections. It is
usually taken on the computer

Atiba WIitshire
Undecided
Freshman
"Under the 'Caribbean
trees' between Douglass
Hall and the flagpole
because there I get to hang
out with other people from
the Caribbean... people who
actually understand the
way I talk."

See SENIORS page A9

HBCU BRIEFS
,

Jfetayo Roundtree
Nursing
Sophomore
"The art gallery in the fine
arts because there is always
something beautiful and •
interesting to look at."

Megan James
Radiation Therapy
Sophomore
"625 Meridan Hill Hall ...
besides the fact that I live
there. It's the only place
that protects me from reality."

PHOTOS BY DJ BOUT
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Clark Atlanta University
Eliminates Five Academic
Programs
The
Clark
Atlanta
University (CAU) board of
trustees voted last Friday to
eliminate five academic programs:
Library
and
Information
Studies,
International Affairs and
Development, Allied Health
Professions, the Department of
Engineering, and the Systems
Science Ph.D. program.
CAU President Walter
Broadnax cited overspending
and the need to recover from
several budget problems as
cause for the overhaul of programs.
Additionally, the university
has implemented staggered layoffs and retirement buyouts for
professors with tenure.
Many faculty members and
community activists have criticized the decisions. However,

will go toward the University's
concert."
Pharmacy Endowment for
Several students voiced Minority Health. The endowtheir concerns about the deci- ment was established in 2001
sion and felt that it was an with $7.3 million in grants
example of the university not awarded by the NIH in both
treating them as adults.
2001 and 2002.
The endowment will proDowns did not rule out the
vide funds to support the program's goal of promoting
research and increase the number of minorities in biomedical
and behavioral science fields.
The project's priority is to
study the diabetes epidemic in
Louisiana, where diabetes is
one of the top five causes of
death. The program will also
establish a new Center for
possibility of Banner perform- Diabetes Prevention and
ing at the school at a later, yet Research, which will focus on
community education, treatundetermined time.
ment and more thorough
National Institutes of
Health Gives Grant to Xavier's
College of Pharmacy
Xavier
University
of
Louisiana's
College
of
Pharmacy has received a $15
million grant from the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) in
support of its new Minority
Health and Health Disparities
Research
and
Education
research about the disease.
Program (MHDREP).
The grant, which was
Gangstas and Geishas:
awarded through the NIH's
Spelman art exhibit to
National Center on Minority
explore connection
Health and Health Disparities,

favor of bringing him to our

Broadnax maintains his decisions wer~ made to keep the
university, afloat.
•

Rapper David Banner
Banned from Alma Mater
Lavell
Crump,
better
known by his rap alter ego
David Bapner, was recently
restricted from performing at
Southern
University's
Homecoming. He served as the
university's student body president during the 1996-1997
school year.
"There was an incident at
one of the high schools where a
radio station passed out CDs
with explicit language believed
to be David Banner's music,"
Raymond A. Downs, vice chancellor of student affairs said. "I
did not think it would be in our
best interest to bring him to our
campus. Our community would
not understand. I was not in

October 24, 2003
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between hip-hop and
J ;ipanese trends
The Spelman College
Museum of1.._Fine Art will present "iona \ rozeal brown:
a3 ... black on b(\th sides" beginning January 22, 2004. D.C.
native and Yale 'graduate Iona
Brown's painting; il:re a mixture
of Japanese subje~s all in
blackface.
Brown explores the global
influence of hip-hop and
African American culture, and
the commercialization of both.
The exhibit will include more
than 45 woodblock prints by
Brown that highlights the history of blackface in Japanese traditions. Geishas are shown
adorned with cornrows, afros
and expensive jewelry. They
have darkened faces as opposed
to the pale face make-up that is
usually associated with geishas.
Men, also in blackface, are
shown covered with tattoos and
permanent scowls. The curators hope the exhibit will
encourage dialogue about how
hip-hop and African Americans
are perceived around the globe.
The Spelman College
Museum of Fine Arts is currently the only museum in the
nation that features art specifically by women in the African
Diaspora.

•
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Spring

eneral Re istration
9am - Midnight

,

'

SCHEDULE
DAY
Monday
Tuesday

DATE

CLASSIFICATION
rd

November 3

3 year Law & Senior
nd

November4

2 year Law, Junior & Exchange
st

Wednesday

November 5

1 year Law, Sophomore & Unclassified

Thursday

November6

Freshman & Unclassified

Friday

November?

Graduate

Saturday

November 8

All Students

Sunday

November9

All Students

Monday

November 10

All Students

Tuesday

November 11

All Students

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

November 12
November 13
November 14

All Students
All Students
All Students

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please refer to BISONWeb.

.

•

•!• Students are required to meet with their academic advisors for discussion and approval of proposed
course selections before using BISONWeb (www.howard.edu).
•!• Students must meet all prerequisite requirements.
•!• Special procedures are required for all LLM stu,dents before registering (see your advisor).

•!• Students should print their sched~les from the Web in a campus computer center.
I

•!• First deferred payment for Spring 2004 is due December 18, 2003.
•!• ,.,Refer to the on-line Student Reference Manual and Directory of Classes for course, classroom, and
1 instructor information.
j

ALTERNATE PINS REQUIRED
All
Students
School of Law
All
Students
School of Education
All Students
Division of Allied Health Sciences
All Students
Division of Nursing
All Students
College of Engineering Architecture & Computer Sciences
Seniors
Cumulative
GP
A
less
than
2.0
School of Business
Freshmen, Sophomores & Juniors
GP A less than 2.0
School of Communications
80 credits or more w/GPA less than 2.3
Cumulative
GPA
less
than
2.0
College of Arts & Sciences
You must see your advisor for your alternate PIN!

October 24, 2003
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Former Ambassador Blames Bush Administration for Leaking His Wife's Name to Columnist
By Sean T. Parker

harmed the administration and could be a
Asst. Nation & World Editor
problem for President Bush for months to
come.
As America gears up for another presOn July 14, Bob Novak, syndicated
idential election, the White House is columnist, reported the identity of an
amidst yet another scandal.
undercover operative working for The
Instead of sexual misconduct in the CIA.
The "outed" agent is Valerie Plume
oval office, it is a scandal that involves
espionage, political dirty tricks and employed by the CIA who specializes in
weapons of mass destruction.
unconventional weapons. She passed
What started as political gossip and herself off as an energy analyst for a pridamage control has become a major crim- vate firm that turned out to be a CIA
inal investigation that has already front. She was identified as an "agency
operative."
It
appears
Plume's cover was
blown in an attempt
to muzzle her husband, Joseph C.
Wilson IV, a former
ambassador.
In
February
~
2002, Wilson trav~
~
eled to Africa to look
into reports that
Saddam Hussein was
attempting to buy a
type of uranium
known as "yellowcake" from Niger.
,If,
Wilson reported
that it was "highly
•
doubtful"
Saddam
would succeed in his
purchase.
A year later in his
State of the Union
Address, President
Bush, reflecting on
reasons he was contemplating a war
with Iraq, he cited
reports that Saddam
was looking to purPHOTO COURTESY ASSOCIATED PRESS
Attorney General John Ashcroft of the U.S. Justice Department speaks
chase uranium for a
while President George W. Bush looks on in the background.
nuclear weapons pro-

~

gram from an unidentified African nation.
Thus we received the
infamous 16 words.
Wilson was the person to bring forth the
allegations on the Bush
Administration,
questioning their intelligence
on Iraq.
Wilson has charged
his wife's identity was
leaked as a retaliatory
move, noting that it followed the publication of
an op-ed article he had
written that criticized the
administrations handling
of pre-war intelligence on
PHOTO COURTESY ASSOCIATED PRESS
Iraq. White House offiFormer ambassador Joseph C. Wilson, IV, claims. the leakage of his
cials have disputed that wife's name was a retaliatory move by Bush Senior adviser Karl Rove,
characterization
and in reaction to a column Wilson wrote.
President Bush has vowed
under the law prohibiting unauthorized
full cooperation in the probe.
Former Ambassador Joseph Wilson disclosure of a covert U.S. officer's name,
had once said Karl Rove, Senior Advisor the disclosure must have been intentionfor President Bush, was responsible for al, the accused must have known the perthe leaking of his wife's CIA employment son was a covert officer and the identity
must not have been disclosed earlier.
to syndicated columnist Robert Novak.
Some 2000 White House employees
Wilson later backed off that assertion,
but still said Rove might have condoned were asked to turn over telephone
the leak. Through a White House records, notes, correspondence, diary
spokesman, Rove has denied any role in entries and other information that might
help the FBI learn who leaked the identithe leaking of that information.
By disclosing her identity, Wilson has ty of Plume.
The White House has already shipped
said his wife and other associates have
documents to the FBI for its CIA leak
been placed at risk of possible harm.
President Bush said he wants the investigation after screening the materiJustice Department's investigation com- al. Some constitutional experts say that it
gives the Bush administration room to
pleted "as quickly as possible."
"I want to know the truth. I want to withhold information.
Scott McClellan, White House Press
see to it that the truth prevails," he told
Secretary, firmly ruled out any role by
reporters.
Investigators are trying to establish three administration officials in the leak:
the chain of events leading to the leak political adviser Karl Rove; Vice
because, for a successful prosecution President Dick Cheney's chief of staff, I.

Lewis "Scooter" Libby; and National
Security Council official Elliott Abrams.
The spokesman said he had spoken
to all three officials about the leak.
"This is a very serious allegation that
bas been made," McClellan said. "It is a
criminal matter being investigated by the
Der>-\1-rtment of Justice, and no one wants
to get to the bottom of it more than the
president of the United States."
Identifying an undercover CIA operative and leaking classified information
are felonies. The maximum penalty is 10
years in pi;ison and $50,000 in fines.
Sen. Charles Schumer, (D-N.Y.) a
leading advocate for the appointment of
special counsel, continued his call
Thursday, saying that conflicts of interest involving the attorney general "make
it far less likely that the culprit will be
found and that justice will be served."
Democrats in Congress have
demanded that Ashcroft, who was
appointed by Bush to head the Justice
Department, should step aside and name
an outside special counsel to run the
probe.
"Attorney General Ashcroft should
recuse himself immediately, and yet we
get continued mistakes and continued
mishandling of this case," Schumer said
on the Senate floor .
"I have not foreclosed any option in
this matter," Ashcroft said when asked
about a special counsel.
The real concern is that, without an
aggressively pursued independent investigation, this clearly discernible crime by
high government officials will go unresolved or that the Justice Department
investigation, out of the public eye, will
drag on and be forgotten, as have other
potentially damaging investigations.
It appears that President Bush, Dick
Cheney and Karl Rove must desire that
result, at least until November 2004.

the Places, Ti
By Naeesa Aziz

Hilltop Staff Writer
Ever get_the strange feeling that someone's watching? Well that feeling might not be so strange after all.
From the spies of the Revolutionary War to the high-tech spooks of today, espionage has long been a
part of the American landscape.
Today, more women and minorities are creeping onto the spy scene and with high
quality spy equipment available to the public, art of snooping has come a long way.
Instruments and techniques such as underwater bugging, laser microphones and
satellite listening and tracking are all a part of the modern day spy arsenal.
From satellites to cell phones, anyone can keep watch on anything,
and the U.S. government isn't exactly the expert on. such matters.
Recent reports state that CIA computers and technology lags at least
5 years behind the rest of the world.
Although the U.S. has been a formidable opponent in the
past, these days competing on the world stage sometimes
means adapting to unfamiliar territory.
Recently, U.S. officials were in arms about the covert
activities of translators working in Guantanamo Bay.
The inability to provide American translator and the
lack of sufficient counterintelligence procedures led
to the success of the spies.
Often needed in times of war and conflict, the
U.S. developed its espionage tactics in its early
years. Far from the highly secretive and orga•
nized government institutions of today, the early
U.S. government began saving and securing
funds for espionage activities as early as 1800
described as a "secret service fund."
Most utilized in times of conflict and combat, primitive forms of espionage used during
the Civil War consisted of interceptions of mail
and telegrams and questioning prisoners and
deserters.
World War I brought on the techniques of
counterintelligence and the U.S. struggled to keep
its secrets from its enemies. Although times were
tough economically for the government, U.S. intelligence still managed to interdict several German covert
operations. In early times of peace, experience in the war
gave reason to turn U.S. intelligence efforts on code breaking and strengthening counterintelligence.
Although the government had set up intelligence committees and other formal efforts, an established and organized branch
of intelligence specialists wasn't created until Pearl Harbor was
attacked. After the event, a primitive version of the CIA was created and
the former intelligence structure chastised for its mistakes in the incident.
For just as long as there have been spies, there has been a public obsession
with them. From the television shows of the past to the spy clubs and gadgets of
the future, people love spies and the sultry secrets and intrigue of espionage. Famous
spies continue to live in legend and admirers delight in the scandal of their work and their
capture. Several famous spies have made their name in history but many have not lived to enjoy
such fame.
Most recently however, the spies involved in current events arel)'t so revered. With the events of
September 11th and other acts of terrorism still fresh in the memory, U.S. officials are still trying to understand how
to best interdict messages that are far more destructive than those in the past.
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Perspective
Spies Among Us
By Sean T. Parker
Asst. Nation & World Editor
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possible time.

No one had a disguise for spying better than Margaretha Geertruida Zelle McLeod. Known by her alias, "Mata Hari," she
stripped her way into the act of spying in the early 19oo's, during World War I. Her success and her death are still a mystery, because no one can prove if she actually succeeded in obtaining information.
Blunders plagued her assignments, which made her more controversial than useful. She was shot and killed
by the French in 1917.
Spying is more than having a code name, wearing disguises and using cool gadgets.
Spying, or espionage, has been a well renowned tactic of the world for centuries. It is commonly used in war to gain knowledge of enemy war tatics. Those who are spied on hate it, and
those behind the spying love it.
Using persons and gadgets to gather information from the opposition has helped many
nations from falling, which makes spying more than just a job. It's a craft that has to be
perfected each ti1ne it's done. Often, lives depend on it.
What makes a spy successful is his or her ability to obtain information unnoticed. What also contributes to a spy's success is having access to gadgets that can
do what is humanly impossible.
Invented in 1965, the lipstick pistol, or "The Kiss of Death," was a 4.5 single shot weapon that looked like a tube of lipstick. Since it could be easily hidden, it went undetected for a long time. Weapons such as this added protection for spies who needed it when deemed necessary.
Another extraordinary addition to the spy profession was the use of
camera. Cameras are one of the most favorite tools among spies, because
they make gathering information easier. The Minox, used mostly during
the Cold War, could take up to 50 pictures without reloading.
Not all acts of espionage target enemy countries. Espionage has also
'
been used to obtain information against individual people who may or
may not pose a threat. No one who saw Spike Lee's Malcolm X can forget the tiny bug placed on the lamp shade in his hotel room, while FBI
agents listened to his conversation with his wife.
•,
"Cointelpro" was a secret program composed by the FBI to eliminate
· "radical political opposition inside1-the U.S.
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, ':Jr., Phillip Berrigan, David Dellinger
• and the Black Panther Party were al1 high on the FBI's agenda.
Today, spying has been generally labeled "terrorism" by the U.S. Since
9/11, anyone who obtains "classifed" information and transfers it without
consent is "engaging in acts of terrorism." In fear that information may be
used against the U.S. in the future, America has tightened its belt in "securing
the nation."
In light of this, the Central Intelligence Agency has decided to expand their
organization. Job fairs ,viii be held on college campus in search for new recruits.
This is the largest hiring campaign in 10 years for the CIA.
"We're looking for people who have high energy," said CIA Deputy John McLaughlin.
"People who want to serve their country, people who want to make a difference. "People
,,,;,··
who aren't daunted by a challenge, ambiguity, uncertainty or danger."
.The US has been under constant criticism for its lack of ability to predict the September 11
........~ /
attacks, along with the building of weapons of mass destruction. However, the CIA took nearly a 25
percent loss in staff, including major budget cuts. To increase the ability of the CIA and other intelli'
gence agents, Congress has abundantly increased funding for these agencies.
'"'We're looking for chemists, physicists, people with skills in information science," said McLaughlin. "And
we continue to look for people with instincts and training in political analysis, military analysis, and economics."
McLaughlin went on to say that a major problem with CIA was the Cold War. "So percent of what was spent for the last
30 to 40 years was targeted against the Soviet Union."
Espionage has become one of the main concerns of the U.S. lately, as well as around the world. 21st century tatics and gadgets
can be viewed at the International Spy Museum in downtown Washington, D.C.
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Approximately two weeks
ago, a member of Philadelphia
Mayor John Street's office,
identified a bug strategically
placed above his desk.
The FBI and US Attorney
have been under the microscope since the bug was found
in Mayor Street's office. They
have now broken their silence
after been tossed and battered
by what the US Attorney calls
"The Perfect Storm."
It started with the discovery of hidden listening devices
in the mayor's office.
A flurry of activity followed
with raids on city agencies and
the offices of lawyer Ron White
who's been involved in numerous financial dealings with the
city.
Cries of racism followed,
with White and the Mayor's top
aide George Burrell claiming
only minorities were being
investigated.
Mayor Street has called the
bug a Republican plot to hijack
the election.
The FBI says this has been
a long-term investigation and
will continue long after the
election.
They say the discovery of
the bug happened at the worst

}

Meehan says the investigation is being conducted by
career professionals both
Republicans and Democrats.
He says they didn't pick names
out of a hat to investigate. It
started with a pattern of questionable conduct and the
names followed.
The flurries of raids and
subpoenas over the past week
have produced loads of documents. Sources say investigators have a lot of work left to
do, and there will be no indictments until after the election.
For those of you who are
well-versed in civil rights history, this reminds us of COINTELPRO. I don't understand
how i:he Justice Department
can justify discretely (or not so
discretely, in this case) bugging
the office of the highest ranking
member of the Philadelphia
governmental system.
I wonder how many, if any,
of the white candidates in tight
elections have had their offices
bugged. I just think that this is
a testament that John Ashcroft
and President George Bush
want to reverse the clocks.
Well Mr. Ashcroft and Mr.
Bush, you have been successful
at doing just that.
I really hope that a democrat will be elected because the
Bush White House and his
appointees are not only making
it harder for minorities , but
they are successfully turning
back a11d violating the constitution at every turn.
Where's the Supreme
Court when you need them?
Well, I guess they're just
waiting
for
the
next
Presidential Election to overturn.
NO Justice ... NO Peace.
History is repeating itself.
Sean T. Parker is a junior
public relations major from
Cincinatti, Ohio. He can be
reachec( at sean@rcapa.com
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Maintaining Relationships while Balancing Academics
(Oct. 24 - Oct. 30)
Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19)
It seems like you just got
paid, but your bank account is
already beginning to look empty.
Don't worry- your finances will
pick up soon and so will your
love life.
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20)
Tomorrow will be a day
filled with enjoyment. Expect to
be wined and dined by a good
friend. Your mind will definitely
be rest at ease with all the stress
you've been going through lately.
Gemini (May 21 - June 21)
Geminis are naturally outgoing and love to have intellectual
conversations, especially with
someone of the opposite sex. You
will find yourself playing mind
games with certain people this
week.

PHOTO BY CALVlN SEATON

Time-management is one of the most important factors in
balancing work and play.

By Leesa Davis
Mind, Body & Soul Editor
Junior history major Javon
Clark was ecstatic when he first
met his now ex-girlfriend dur-

ing freshman year. But after
losing a full tuition scholarship
from
Howard University,
Clarke realized that maintaining a serious relationship and
balancing academics were too

'

Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)
It's all about you this weekend. You are determined to go
out with friends for a night of celebration. You may find yourself
appearing moody later on in the
week for no apparent reason.

later on in the week.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)
Expect heavy duty preparation for an upcoming talent show
or contest. Nervous energy usually gets you going and you love
to compete in almost everything
you do.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21)
Socializing is one of the
things you do best and you will
be the shining star this weekend.
You will either find yourself at a
club or house party. Do it up!
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Female Sags will find themselves spending time this weekend with two males (of course
not at the same time). You just
don't know who to pick! For
male Sags in a current relationship, you may feel the need to
take a break from your girl. You
get bored easily and are simply
ready to move on ... at least for
now.

PHOTO BY DIANA BEAUGE

Friends of the opposite sex are sometimes hesitant in taking their relationship to another level.

By Erica Williams
Asst Mind, Body &Soul
Editor
When dealing with malefemale relationships, the
statement of "we're just
friends," is frequently followed by snickers of doubt
and "yeah, right" attitudes.
But why is this?
Lisa Bradshaw, a counselor at George Mason
University, says the prevalent
belief is that it is simply
impossible for males and
females to just be friends.
"Wherever a friendship
between two people of the
opposite sex is seen, society

makes predictions about how
the friendship is doomed to
fail because intimate feelings
will usually get involved,"
said Bradshaw.
The general view is that
sooner or later, the relationship will get too intimate for
comfort.
According to Hindu Mish,
a doctor and counselor at
George Mason University,
this view has been paralleled
in numerous urban colleges
across the United States.

However,

as

times

change, so do people. The
social scene is undergoing a
slight change that is more
accepting of platonic relation-

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
Just when you thought your
life was drama free, something
else comes up. Car trouble or
financial issues will have you
feeling the blues this week. A
good friend will be there to help
you out, so don't sweat it.

Contrace tive ln·ection

gist in counseling services at
Howard, says college life is
about exploration. "Your early
college years, especially, should
be about meeting new people,"
she said. "A serious relationship involves time and effort.
One shouldn't restrict themselves in a relationship but if
it's a serious healtl1y relationship then that's fine."
Danica Williams, sophomore public relations major,
says even though she had more
time for her boyfriend in the
past, their two and a half year
relationship is still loving.
"At UDC I was a part-time
student so we saw each other

more," she said. "Here at
Howard, I'm a full-time student
See BALANCING page A9

tonic relationships have been
proven healthy, many people
feel as if a man and a woman
cannot be friends without
being intimate.
Although platonic relationships do exist and can
actually work, these relationships may require more work
than same-sex friendships.
Although it is important to
cultivate all friendships, be
mindful of hazards that might
jeopardize a platonic relationship.
In order for the friendship
to work, you must be up front
about
your
feelings.
Counselors suggest that if
romantic sentiments arise, it
is easier to reveal those feelings at the start of the friendship. Mixed emotions can get
in the way later on if you feel
very passionate about developing a committed relationship with your platonic
friend.
On the other hand, if you
are only interested in a platonic relationship and feel
you can maintain it, then go
for it! With this attitude in
mind, it's very possible that a
platonic relationship can
work. If a mutual understanding exists and both parties
agree to the status of their
relationship, the friendship
can stand the test of time.

Birti-, COl"\-trol ::,ou -tl-,ir\k as.out jus-t

"Yes, because I know from personal experience that you can
befriends with afemalejust as
easily as you can be friends
with guys."
-Corey Gregory, sophomore,
radio-television-film major

"I think platonic relationships
can exist for a while. But if the
friendship doesn't become more,
it doesn't usually last."
-Jeff Henry,

•

•

JUillOf,

finance
!

"I think platonic relationships
can work if the people initially
agree on their feelings."
-Barbara A. Prempeh, junior,
psychology major
PHOTOS BY GREG WADSWORTH
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medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA8 Contraceptive Injection

(medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
This product is Intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.

;ntramuscular inJect,on (a shot) in the buttock or upper arm once e,,ery 3 months ( I 3 weeks). To
continue your contracept,ve protection, you must return for your next injectJOn promptly at the
end of 3 months ( I 3 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate. a

chem,cal similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, wh,ch is produced
DEPO-PROVERA _acts by
preventing your egg cells from npemn!. If an egg is not released from the ovaries during your
menstruar cycle. it cannot become fert ,zed by sperm and result in prei;:nan~ DEPO-PROVERA
also causes changes ,n the l,n,ng of your uterus that make IT. less likely for pregnancy to occur
How effective 1s DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive ln]ection7 _
The efficacy :..! DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive lnJect,on depends on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see "How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive lnJect,on?"). To mal<.e sure you are_ not pregnant when you first get
DEPO-PROVERA Contracept,ve lniect,on. your first 1nJeCt1on must be grven ONLY during
the first 5 days of a _normal menstrual period; ONLY w1th,n the first 5 days after ch,ldb1rth ,f not
breast-feeding; and, 1f exclusivefy breast-feeding. ONLY at the soxth week after chik!b,rth. It ,s a
long-term 1n1ectable contraceptive when administered _at 3-month ( I ]-week) 1ntervaJs.
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive lnJE':ct1on ,s over 99% effect,ve, making it _'l)ne of the most reliable
methods of birth control available. Th,s means that the average annuaf prt!gnancy rate 1s less than
one for every 100 W"Omen who use DEPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends ,n part on how reliabty each W"Oman uses the method. The effectiveness of
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on the pat,ent returning every] months (I_] weeks) for her next
injection. Your health-care provider will help you compare DEPO-\'ROVEAA with other
contraceptive methods and give you the informat,on you need 1n order to decide which
contracepl.Ne method is the nght choice for you.

by your ovanes during the second_ haff of your meristrual cycle.

The following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while usmg different kinds of
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate ofJ'regnancy \the rate expected
,n W"Omen who use each method exactly as IT. should be used) an the typical rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who bec.ame pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control or
because they d,d not follow the d1rect1ons exactly).
Perco:,nt o r Wo men EJ<perlenclng en Accidental Pregnancy
In the Fi,..t Year of Continuous Use
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Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)
You have always expressed
your individuality, even as a
child. This weekend, you will
keep everyone guessing as you
turn off your phone and take a
solo mini trip. This is your own
way of keeping your sanity and
handling
your
business.
Sometimes you just feel the need
to shut everything out.

ships. Boys and girls are getting to know each other without the context of one-on-one
relationships. Group dating is
increasing, enabling people to
forge strong, non-sexual,
respectable relationships with
one another. This changing
scenario proves that people
are capable of forming lasting
relationships with members
of the opposite sex. Relations
between the two genders
increasingly rely on respect
and friendship rather than
just sex and/ or intimacy.
Although platonic relationships exist, there is
always the possibility that the
relationship will .evolve into
something more. But relationships that begin with
friendship as their base have
been proven to be far more
stable than those that do not.
"Relationships that have
friendship as their base usually last longer because both
partners are more comfortable around each other," Dr.
Hindu said. "There are no
pretensions in the relationship. This, along with other
factors, proves that even if
male/female
friendships
escalate, they can still be
healthy relationships."
The views of platonic relationships differ in various
people. Although, many pla-

Depo- Provera®

What is OEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
OEPO-PROv1::RA Contraceptive lnject;on is a form of b•rth control that is given as an

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Capricorns are complex people and sometimes even their
closest friends find it hard to figure them out. You will keep to
yourself and take care of business in the work place this weekend. Personal conflict with a coworker may arise.

at Howard University, serious
relationships in college can
help an individual's personal
growth or hinder it.
"For some students, being
in a committed relationship will
work if they feel that person is
the one they will share their
lives with," she said. "For other
students who are already in a
relationship and go off to college, their growth in many
cases can be stifled." She also
added that since females outnumber males at Howard,
many young men on campus
may become unfaithful.
"There are about four
females to one guy, so some
males may not be truthful in
the relationship. For the
female, this can lead to low selfesteem," Scott- Connerly said.
Valerie Turner, a psycholo-

Can Platonic _R elationships Really Exist?

Cancer (June 22 - July 22)
Romance is definitely in the
making, but you are afraid of getting hurt. Try not to think of past
experiences. This weekend, you
may find yourself taking care of
domestic issues and handling
family problems.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
You may catch lethargic feelings this weekend, but you will
still get the job done.
Ydu may find yourself
researching plane flights for an
upcoming trip. A close family
member may work your nerves

strenuous for him.
"I was neglecting my classes and I had to keep up a 3.0 for
my scholarship," Clarke said.
"My girlfriend and I were both
on campus, so we would see
each other every day and talk
on the phone every day."
Clarke
admits
that
although he was not involved in
extracurricular activities at the
time, 15 credits and spe11ding
time with his girlfriend was
very time consuming. As a
result of his lack of time management, Clarke is currently
paying his tuition out of pocket.
After eight months into the
relationship, Clarke and his
girlfriend came to a mutual
agreement to break up.
According to Nicole ScottConnerly, a doctor and
Training Director of Psychology
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Who should not use DEPO·PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Not a, ,,,)m shouit; use DEPO-P OVERA. You shoulrl not .rse DEP<- -PRU\/Ef l\. ,fyo,,: ha~
anx of tr foll >Wing a. 'ldrtJ s:
• : }'Oll :.t11nk you might be pnegr,ant
• 1f you have any vaginal bleeding without a known reason

•
•
•
•
•

1f you have had cancer of the breast
,fyou have had a stroke
1fyou have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
,f you have problems with your liver or l,ver disease
if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO~PFIOVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
You will have a physical examination before your doctor prescnbes DEPO-PROVERA. It is
important to tell your'health-care provider ,f you have any of the following,
• ~ furrnly h,story of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), fJbrocystic breast disease. breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney d,sease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• high bklod pressure
• m,grarne headaches
• asthma
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• d•abete5 or a farn,ry history of diabete5
• a history of depression
• ;f )'Uc, are taking any ~nption or over-the-counter medications
This product 1s mtended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syph!lls.
What if I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method. it tokes some time after your last
mJection fonts effect to wear off. Based on the results from a large study done in the Un!T.ed States.
for women ....,t,o stop using DEPO-PROVERA in order to become pregnant '1 is expected that
about half of those who become pregnant will do so ,n about IO months after their last 1n1ection;
about t\YO thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months: about 83% o f
those who become pregnant will do so in about 15 months: and about 93% of those v,,ho become
pregnant will do so in about 18 months after their last iniect1on, The ler)gth of time you use
DEPO-PROVERA has no effect on hoN lonS! it takes )')ll to become ~ t after fOU stop using IT..
What are the risks of using DEPO-l>ROYERA ContraceptiVe Injection?
! .!,regular Menstrual Bieed,ng
The side effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
contracept,on is a change in their normal menstrual cycJe. Dunng the first year of using
DEPO-PROVERA you might have one or more of the following changes: irregular or
unpred,ctable bleeding or :;potting. an increase or decrease ,n menstn.,al bleeding. or no bleeding
at alt, UnU5ually heavy or continuous bleeding. how-ever. ,snot a usu~! effect of DEPO-PROVERA;
and if th,s happens, you shouk! see yow health-care provider nght away. With continued use of
DEPO PRO\ilc:RA, bleeding usually decreases, and many women stop having periods completely.
In chmcal studie5 of DEPO-PROVERA.. 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding (amenorl"hea) after I year of use.and 68% c-fthe women studied reported no menstn.JaJ
bleeding after 2 years of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA
causes a resting state ,n your ovaries. When your ovaries do not nelease an egg monthly. the
regular momhty growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and. therefore. the bleeding
that comes w!T.h your normal menstruation does not tilke place
vi/hen you stop using
DEPO-PR.OVERA your menstrual penod will usually. in time. return to its normal cycle.
2.Bone M,nerol Changes
Use of DEPO-PR0\7ERA may be associated With a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures, The rate of bone m,neral
loss ,s !reatest ,n the early years of DE PO-PROVE RA use. but after that it begins to resem~e the
norma rate of age-related bone m,neral kiss.
J.Cancer
Studies of W"Omen who have used different form; of contraceptJOn found that women who used
DEPO-PROVERA fo.- contraception had no increased overall nsl< of developing cancer of the
breast. ovary, utervs. cervix.o.- liver. However. W"Omen under 35 years of age whose first exposure
to DEPO-PROVEAA was within the previous 4 to 5 )"e~ may have a slightly increased nsl< of
develop"'& breast cancer sim,lar to that seen with or.ii contraceptives. You should diSCU5s th,s with
your health~ provider:

< Ua~peaed "-<,"'f

Because DEPO-PROVERA ,s such an effective Contraceptive method. the risk of acodental
pregnancy for W"Omen who get their shots regularly
3 months [ I 3 weeks)) is very low.
While there have been reports of an increased nsl< of ow b:rth we,~t and neonatal infant death
or other health problems 1n infants conceived dose to the time of injection. such pregnancies are
,mcommon. If )'OU thtr·lo: you may have become pregnant while us,ng DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception. see your -.ealth-c re provider as soo, as possible

\evert

6.0ther Risk,
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
51roke. A!;o, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
to develop outside of the ute_rus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events are rare, you should
tell your health-care provider 1f )'Ou have any of the problems listed in the next section.
What symptoms may signal problems while using OEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
Call your health-care provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection
of DEPO-PROVERA:
•
• sharp chest pain. coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
m the lung}
• sudden severe headache or vomiting. dizziness or fainting, problems with your eye;ight or
speech, ~akness, OI'.' numbness m ¥1 arm_ or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pa,n or swelling 1n the calf (indicating a possible dot in the leg)
• unusually heall)' vaginal bleeding
• severe pain or tenderness ,n the lower abdominal area
• persistent pain, pus, or bl~ding at the injection SIT.e
What are the possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
I .Weight Gain
You may experience a we,wtt gain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of
the _women who used DE PO-PROVER.A 1n chn,cal tnals ref>?rted a =ight gain of about 5 pounds
dunng the first year of use, You may contmue to gam weight after the first year. Women in one
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8. 1 pounds over
those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
average total of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years, or approximately 3.5 pounds per year. Women
who cont,nued for 6 ye~ gained an average total of 16.5 pounds over those 6 w»rs 0
approximately 2.75 pounds p,er yeoc
,- • r
2.0ther Side fc.(feas
In a clinical study of over 3,900 W"Omen who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
oe~nPRbv";f~ tt;e foil~ng effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
· _ _
· rregu ar menstrual bleeding. amenoni;ea. headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps. d1zz1ness, -akriess or fat_1gue, decreased sexual desire. leg cramps, nausea. "a inal
discharge or •mtation, breast swelling an_d tenderness, bloatmg. swelling of the hands or feet.
backache. depression, 1nsomn,a. ac.ne, pelvic pain, no hair growth or excess;ve hair loss rash hot
Hashes, and JO Int pa,n. Other problems were reported by very few of the women in the clinical
tnals, _but some of these could be senovs. These include convulsions, jaundice urin
tract
infections, allergic reactions, famt,ng. pJalys1s, osteoporosis, lack of return to fi rt.'l't dary
·
thrombosis. purmonary embolus, breast cancer. or cervical cancer. If these or an~ 0 tlJ~r ~bl=
occur donng your use of DEPO-PROVERA. discuss them with your heatth care d
Should any preca.utlons be followed during use of · oefQ.PROvERA
Contraceptive Injection?
!M,s:sed Penods
Dunng the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception. you ma ski
od
penods may stop completely. If you have been receiving your DE~ PRbWRA - '_or Jo:'OUr
regularly e--ery 3 months ( \ 3 weeks), then you are probably not pregnant· However. if '.'.:J..e,~on~
that you may be pregnant. see your healt!7-care provider.
· ,-w ,n
l.Labomiory Test lnteroctions
~ you are scheduled for any laboratory tests. tell your health-care provid
th
•
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected t,y"' h at you aro using
DEPO-PR.OVERA.
ormones such as

J.D~ /nterna,ons
Cyta ren (aminogluteth,mide) is_ an antlcancer drug that may significantly d
the
eff'ectrveness of DEPO-PROVE'RA 1f the two d11.1g5 are given during <he "'m ,ecrease
4Nurs1ng Mothers
"" e ,me.
Althougfl DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant in th b
11.
effects have been found 1n these children, DEPQ.PROVERA d
e reast m1 "'- no harmfu l
producing milk. so it can be used by nursing mothers. H ~ t f ; ~~ent the breasts from
DEPO-PROVERA that ,s passed to the infant ,n the first weeks aft~r birth ,m,zeshtlle Jmount o_f
6 weeks after childbirth before you start u5'ng DEPO-PROVERA for contr"a~u ti ou1 waif. until
How often do I get my shot of DEPO·PROYERA Contraceptive ln~e ~tion?
The recommendecl dose of DEPO-PROVERA 1s 150 mg every 3 months ( I 3 weeks)
·
single ,ntramuscularmjection ,n the buttock or upper arm. To make sure th t
given in a
at the time of the first inJect,on. it is es;ential that the ,niect,on be given Q~LYdur;..ot P~nant
5 days of a normal menstrual penod. If used following the deliver;,: of a child the first ng ctie
DEPO-PR.OVEAA MUST be given Within 5 days aft.er childbirth if u are ' b
'(,e _on o
6 weeks aft.er childb1rtl) if you are e xclusively breast-feeding. If yot;'wait 1~it rtilast- jedmg or
(I 3 weeks) between •nJeCtlons, or longer than 6 weeks aftei- derivery. your h~!tth an mo~ths
shouk! determme that you are not pregnant before giving you your ,n1e'ction of DEPC)a_i;;R~'R,A
Rx mly
CB-7-S

fl,

5.Al!e,g,c Re""',~ ·

Somtt women U51ng DEPO-PROVEAA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and
poterrtially life-threaten,ng allerg c reactions known as anaphy1i!Xl5 and anaphy1acto,d reactions,
S)"Tlptoms ,ndude the sudderi onset of hrves or sv,,elling and itching of the skin. breathing
d1fficult1es, and a drop in blood pressure.

Pharmacia & Upjohn Company
Kalama.i:oo.MI 49001,USA

Pharmacia

&Upjohn

-Compiled by Leesa Davis
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Moderate Drinking May Curb Diabetes Risk in Overweight Patients
lean or "normal weight" women
were at risk of developing the
chronic disease if more than
two drinks were consumed
daily. Researchers say studies
showed that binge drinking-large consumption of alcohol in
a single setting-- was not associated with higher risk of diabetes among men, but for
women it is just the opposite.
In addition, once thought
of as an adult disease, Type 2
Diabetes is more commonly
diagnosed in younger people.
However, due to the plethora of
medical advancements, the disease is more easily detected and
prevention and care are becom•
•
1ng
easier.
Richard R. Rubin, Ph.D.,
C.D.E., is an Associate
PHOTO BY DIANA BEAUGE
Professor in Medicine and in
Studies show that moderate drinking may lower the risk of
Pediatrics at the Johns Hopkins
diabetes.
University School of Medicine
and a staff member of the
By Kimberly King
ing is not bad at all.
Diabetes Center and the
- --<-1Hitltav Staff Writer
The study showed that Pediatric Diabetes Clinic at the
moderate consumption of alco- Johns
Hopkins
Hospital.
It's bottoms up as new find- hol (defined as up to 30 gram- Rubin's activism in diabetes
ings support alcohol consump- sin men and 20 grams per day care is crucial as the· disease
tion by overweight diabetes in women) lowered the risk of hits close to home.
patients. Web MD Medical Type 2 Diabetes by 30 to 40
In 1959, when he was just a
News, an online medical infor- percent among overweight men teenager, his younger sister
mation archive, released new and women.
developed diabetes and in 1979
findings that moderate drinkStudies also conclude that his son was also diagnosed.

"I've seen lots of things
change since 1959 when it
comes to diabetes," he said.
"My sister no longer uses the
glass syringes she did then, and
my son checks his blood sugar
regularly, something no one
could do when he was first diagnosed. Treatments are much
better."
Today, diabetes patients
have many options including
oral agents and insulin.
Some side effects of these
medications may include
weight gain, nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, upset stomach, gas
and stomach bloating.
Diabetes results when the
body does not make or properly
use insulin, the hormone that
assists the body in, using the
energy from sugar, starches and
other foods. Sugar builds up in
the blood, which causes damage to the body and its regular
systems.
Symptoms
include
increased hunger and thirst and
rapid weight loss.
There are three types of
diabetes; however, Type 2 is
more prevalent. Type 2
accounts for 90 percent of the
diabetic population. People
who suffer from Type 2 cannot

produce enough insulin in their
body because their body is
unable to use the insulin properly.
Symptoms and complications develop over time. Losing

weight and exercising frequently can help manage this kind of
diabetes. According to the new
study, moderate alcohol consumption can also assist in
dealing with diabetes.

PHOTO BY DIANA BEAUGUE

Increased thirst Is one of the symptoms that some diabetics
may experience.

Researchers Cite Kissing as a Source of Hepatitis C Contraction
By Alyse B. Hammonds
Contributing Writer
Researchers
at
the
University of Washington in
Seattle believe that the saliva of
people infected with the
Hepatitis C virus (HVC) may be
1nfectious and could possibly be
passed on through kissing.
HVC is normally considered
to spread solely from blood to
blood contact. The researchers

more likely to detect the virus in
saliva if the volunteer had gum
disease.
The crux of the research
largely depends on proving that
saliva contains portions of blood
large enough to infect someone
through kissing. Despite the
questions raised by the research,
Basil Williams, Chief Executive
of the UK's National Hepatitis C
Resource Center, published a
statement with the BBC News

tested the saliva of

people

regarding the new research· from

who were infected with HVC
every day for 21 consecutive
days. The study found that the
volunteers who were most likely
to have traces of the virus in
their saliva also had relatively
high levels of the virus in their
body. Researchers were also

the University ofWashing\on4n
Seattle.
"It is technically possible to
catch Hepatitis C from kissing,
but the risk appears· to be very
small," Williams said.
Lynette Mundey, a doctor
and Assistant Director for

12

Clinical Services at the Howard
University Student Health
Center, said that HVC is commonly transmitted "if you have
contact with an infected persons'
blood, semen, or other bodily
fluids."
For Mundey, it was no surprise research was developed
that possibly links the disease to
saliva.
"You can get it from a dirty
needle used for a tattoo or body
piercing, and also by sharing a

virus are through blood transfusions, intravenous drug use, tattoos, promiscuous sexual behavior or occupational exposure.
Mundey says to her knowledge about the virus, prior to
1992, HVC was considered to be
a sub clinical virus, meaning that
it could not be diagnosed using
traditional medical tests such as
blood tests and X-rays. In other
words, a cause for the condition
could not be found.
As a result, most people

toothbrush or razor," she said.
Hepatitis refers to an

became infected with the virus
through organ transplants or

inflammation of the liver. This
can result from an infection or a
reaction to a substance such as
alcohol. The virus is present in
the blood stream; the most common means of exposure to the

blood transfusions that occurred that the student health plan that
prior to .1992. Mundey added all students are covered under
that HVC is "very common in does not include the costs of
certain populations especially medicines and prescription
among intravenous drug users." drugs. The cost of treating HVC
According to the University of is quite expensive and involves

Washington's medical website,
8,000 to 10,000 people die from
HVC every year, a figure that is
expected to triple over the next
10-20 years.
Mundey said that if a
Howard University student was
diagnosed with the virus they
would be referred to Howard
University Hospital's gastroneurologists. The student "would be
permitted to receive treatment,
but a challenge would arise for
students without a prescription
plan," said Mundey.

several shots of the protein
Interferon. A student could be
left without treatment unless
they have their own prescription
plan and can afford to pay for
the medication.
Like all viruses, HVC is not
"curable." Treatment success is
characterized by what is known
as a virologic response, studies
related to viruses and diseases.
To measure a virologic response,
doctors use a blood test to measure how much HVC is in the
blood. The best virologic

Many students don't realize

response would be a "sustained
virologic response," which sim-

ply means that the virus can't be
seen in your blood six months or
more after completing HVC
therapy.

'
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Come See With me
From her
flows blessings forever more.

Pineapple Upside Down Cake
(Serves 4) Estimated Time- 40 minutes

From her,
the river of Jordan

Ingredients:

1 pineapple
1 cup unsalted butter
1 cup granulated sugar

1 cup dark brown sugar
3 large whole eggs

Pure ... eternal... blessings ...

1 tablespoon dark rum
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 lemon, juiced
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder

Directions: Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F. Peel and quarter the pineapple lengthwise. Remove the core and cut the pineapple into slices.
Heat the granulated sugar and half of the butter in a medium oven. Saute the
ingredients over high heat. Add the pineapple as sugar begins to brown. Cook
until liquid evaporates and the pineapple turns a brown caramel color (about
10-12 minutes).
Remove the pan from the heat and reserve.
Combine the remaining butter and brown sugar in a mixing bowl. Beat mixture with an electric mixer until light and fluffy (about 5 minutes). Beat in eggs,
adding one at a time, scraping down the sides of the ~owl as needed. Add
rum, vanilla and lemon juice to the egg mixture. Beat 1n the flour and baking
powder until a smooth batter is formed.
Pour batter over caramelized pineapple and smooth with a spatula. Bake the
cake until golden brown (about 25 minutes). To check if the cake is ready,
insert a toothpick into the center; it should come out clean when fully cooked.
Remove cake when done, let it cool and enjoy.
Compiled by Leesa Davis
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From her
flows a promise
To all mankind
That this lifetime is guaranteed
Black woman, virtuous
woman,
See that you are beautiful
See that you are divine.
From you, blessings flow.
Cleave to the truth.
Hearken to knowledge.
From you blessing flow.
Black man
Strong black man
From you, flows progression
Of life-Value yourself...
Value me .... value your black
woman.
Queen of Sheba ...
Queen is she ..
From her blessings forever
flow ...

At her bosoms come food for
life.
At her hands come the good,
the bad..
What offers life.
See her pain ..
See her gain ...
See her for her beauty.
Of ambiguity
Of shame ...
Lift her up
Give her a name
No 'shorty'
No 'ho'
Queen in her natural fight.
They always say Pain is
love.
But, we chose to love.
He loved, He died.
We love daily ...
In all the wrong places,
Dying daily ...
Outside, we smile.
Everything's fine.
But as we scale the fence,
we come to a grape vine.
Of fife ... of love ... of pain ...
Of indefinite riches, wealth,
and eternal gain.

Lost child is she,
See her.... feef her... Be her
Black Woman is She
Virtuous, adored she is to
be.
To me, it's all the same..
With every storm comes
freezing, ice-cold rain ...
But a promise-A Rainbow... a colorful
scheme..
Black woman though art
beauty.. .
Earthly.... heavenfy... it is in
you.
ft Is in your nature ....
Black woman .. .. Black
man ....
Together we make ONE.
A rich mixture, of creamy;
black ....
Substance?
Yes, because we are worth
more than perceived.
We are blessed..
Blessed are we .. .
Black woman .. . .
Black man .... .
Come see this beauty.. .
It is in YOU, ft is in ME .. .
By Kimberly King
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Swygert Says Tuition May Increase
SWYGERT from A 1

including a new science center
and a new building for the
School of Communications,
which was recently renamed
after black media pioneer, John
H. Johnson, founder of Ebony
and Jet magazines.
Christine Earle, senior civil
engineering major, believes
that the new buildings are a
necessity if Howard wants to
keep its students in the running
with
the
competition.
"Engineering is a field hinged
on being consistently technological updated," Earle said.
"The new science center should
provide better services and pre-

pare the students for the engi- is past time for Howard to
neering world through better experience a resurgence of
programs."
highly sophisticated buildings.
She also realizes the impor"The new communications
tance of supporting the resident building is overdue because the
of the surrounding community. current building is a mess right
"We need to keep in mind that now," Rose said. "The buildings
we must contribute to the need to be built in a timely
development
of
native manner, and they need to have
Washingtonians," Earle added. the most up-to-date new equip"We should put money into ment also."
community centers and other
With the new buildings,
initiatives to help them out as Howard will need to eliminate
well. With the gentrification some of the already limited
going on in D.C., this could be parking spaces on campus.
our opportunity to ensure that
President
Swygert
the community remains diverse acknowledged Howard has
in terms of investing."
already reached 46 percent of
Sophomore public rela- its $250 million goal found in
tions and advertising major Strategic Fr!lmework for Action
Adele Rose also believes that it II.

CNN Comes to Howard
CNN from At

were some of the top issues
concerning Howard.
For many of the students,
the interview was an opportunity to think about their political stance and how the election
will affect their lives. "Before
the interview, I never really
thought of political issues and
candidates," senior information systems major Tamika
McCormack said. "This interview pushed me to think outside of my box and confront
issues that may not affect me
today, but will definitely be
important in the future. The
CNN interview really made me
empowered to get more infor-

mation on the candidates so
my vote will be more
informed."
Howard students illustrated a level of political knowledge through their responses
to CNN representatives. Rice
said, "They are very interested
in politics, especially this election. The students are very
specific on their concerns and
that tells me they are aware."
She added, "CNN .com produces special information on
candidates, like their profiles,
campaign dollars, and platforms. It has been great to
hear students quote information from the site and specific
details from presidential platforms."

The response from those
interviewed was one of
empowerment and enlightenment.
Arts and Science Student
Council President Conrad
Woody said, "It was an honor
for CNN, the top source for
national and global news, to
take the time to come to
Howard."
Woody said he was looking
forward to the Rock the Vote
event and the positive effects it
will have on the Blac~ community.
"Things like that really
inspire us to be active, motivated, and mobile, especially
as African Americans," Woody
said.

Yale University Sues Ramsfield Ossie Davis Lectures to Students
RUMSFIELD from A 1

tion that refuses to allow the
military to recruit on their campus.
Because of the pending
threat from the government,
Yale temporarily relaxed its
policy, allowing the military to
begin its efforts. Harvard and
Stanford have faced the same
predicament when deciding
whether or not to allow the military to escape the standard
university procedures concerning on campr :" · ·1itment.
"Rumsfeld is under so
much pressure," Howard political science professor Michael
Frazier said. "The president
essentially has followed his
advice and his subordinate's
advice that the military service

needs more people, and they challenge this policy, and I
probably see Yale as a source of don't have a problem with them
recruitment."
moving forward with the lawFrazier does believe that no suit. I understand where the
one should be exempt from fol- military is coming from, and I
lowing the guidelines set in understand Yale wanting to
place by the university. challenge them. The policy is
"Everybody should follow the definitely
discriminatory
rules. This was an error that toward homosexuals."
should not have happened, and
Frazier suspects there are
[it] could have been avoided," other underlying motives
behind the military's aggressive
he said.
Tahman Bradley, sopho- strategy.
"Yale has liberal tradition
more print journalism major,
believes that the military acted and believes in the rule of law.
within its rightful means to It's a wealthy, ivy-league
seek out potential candidates school, and they have successfor the service. "I don't feel that ful, prosperous alumni," he
Rumsfeld and the military were said. "My suspicions are that
wrong for trying to implement Yale disagrees with the
this program. I am sen,;,:. , ' · "-;,:1. '.ment of Defense polithe 'don't ask, don't tell' policy cies, and this is one way to
of the military," Bradley said. respond accordingly."
"Yale saw an opportunity to

Attention RII Contributing Writers:
Come to the Saturday writing session
@ 1:00 p.m. in The Hilltop Office
*Must attend to receiue 1st paycheck

DAVIS from A 1

dents,
entitled
"What
Happened to Me on This
Campus."
After more than 60 years,
Davis still credits Howard for
making the difference in his
life. "Howard University played
a major role into making the
person I am today," Davis said.
I came here on a 'poor folks'
scholarship and I did not have
to pay a dime for tuition. Maybe
now I can pay back what was
given to me. I am interested in
passing on to students what
was passed to me those many
years ago."
As students rush to and
from class in Locke Hall or
check on their Financial Aid in
the
Mordecai
Johnson
Building, better known as the
"A" building, Ossie Davis asked
that students remember key
figures in the black community
like James W. Butcher,
Mordecai Johnson, Alain
Locke, and Sterling Brown,
men who not only had a major
impact on Davis, but 011 the
entire university and world.
Davis said he was excited
by the reactions he received

from students.
"The response has been
extraordinary but I expected
that," Davis said jubilantly. "I
am prepared to use all the
tricks I learned here at Howard
in making myself welcomed
and interacting with people,
and so far the tricks have
worked."
At over eighty years of age
he is still hard at work and even
now working on a play.
"I never planned to retire
and I am not planning to now,"
Davis said. "As for relaxation,
that can only come as part of
the satisfaction of being alive
and active in all aspects of the
arts and entertainment."
Many of today's trends and
fashions incorporate different
aspects of the African American
experience from the 1968
Olympics, to the Black Panther
party, to pictures of Malcolm X.
Ossie Davis is a direct link to
the struggle many students
only read about and he gave the
eulogy at the funeral of his good
friend Malcolm X.
"I want students to know
Malcolm was and still is an
important part of the black
experience," Davis said. "Giving

the eulogy was my only way to
keep from crying and it was
part of my effort to be a part of
the Harlem community in paying tribute to a fallen hero."
On Tuesday, Ossie Davis
spoke with students in the
School of Communication's
Annenberg Honors program.
While sharing his experiences
at Howard in the late 1930s,
Davis challenged students to
never forget the less fortunate.
"While you are molding
your minds, remember those
who you left behind and did not
make it to Howard," he said.
"Remember they are your
brothers and sisters."
Davis will be back in early
November to speak again with
students, and his lectures will
be open to all. He challenged
students to recognize that,
although the fight against Jim
Crow is over for blacks, segregation and exclusion now have
a different face and the students at Howard have to gain
the knowledge to fight that new
face and be empowered.

The 2003-2004 Hilltop Editorial Staff
Welcome back all Returning Hill toppers

(Top row, from left: Ruth Tisdale (Campus Tuesday), Maryann James (Copy Chief), Shani Hilton
(Nation&World Friday), Leslie Flanagan (Asst. Sports Editor), Naessa Azziz (Staff Writer), Jodi Hurt
(Online Editor)
Next row, from left: Stephanie Crouch (Campus Friday), Soraya McDonald (Sports Tuesday), Jennifer
Williams (Asst. Life&Style), Leesa Davis (Mind,Body&Soul Editor), Cassaundra Cumbass
(Editorials&Perspectives Editor), Danielle Scruggs (Asst. Campus Editor)
Next row, from left: Ashley Kelly (Business&Technology Editor), Charreah Jackson (Staff Writer), Arion
Jamerson (Paginator), Melanie Holmes (Copy Editor), Miriam Ahmed (Nation&World Tuesday)
Next row, from left: Jozen Cummings (Life&Style Editor), Cory
Thomas (Illustrator)
Bottom row, from left: Bernard "Poet'' Murray (Sports Friday),
Josef Sawyer (Editor-In-Chief), Aisha Chaney (Friday Managing
Editor), Nakisha Williams (Asst. Editorials & Perspectives Editor)
Not pictured: Corey Cunningham
(Tuesday Managing Editor), Sean
Parker (Asst. Nation&World Editor),
Maya Gilliam (Photo Editor)
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Photo by Maya Gilliam
Photo Editor>>>>
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I er1a on
LIBERIA from A2

what you see on the news,"
Barrolle said.
He described his African
community as very mixed, but
discussed the importance of the
distinction of nationalities.
The highlight of the forum
was a PBS film about Liberia,
which gave an account of the
country from 1822 through
1989 and, the coup of Charles
Taylor. Barrolle introduced the

film as an invitation to anyone
trying to get to know Liberia,
the country with a dense history.
"I hope the video enlightens the audience and inspires
them to not march to someone
else's tune," he said.
The 45-minute film raised
eyebrows and created laughs
while giving the viewers insight
into 150 years of the country's
history.
Junior cultural anthropolo-

ents'

•

Seniors Prep for GRE

Ill

SENIORS from A2

gy major Jan Mitchell was
After the film, guest speakintrigued by what she heard in er Carl Burrowes shared his
the forum.
knowledge about Liberia.
"This was a very informa"We're here to deal with a
tive event and I appreciate how situation that is critical and that
it allowed Howard University affects all of us ... we need to
students to be more aware of understand that problems in
the problems our people face the United States led to a mass
here and in the motherland," exodus back to Africa." He
Mitchell said. "I am definitely added, "The standard interpremore informed about those tations of Liberia are myths,"
issues and I leave with a sense - he said. "You cannot just know
of conviction to be active and it through a lens."
not just attend sessions."

----------------------------------------------l

_Work and Play: Finding the Balance
BALANCING from A6

so we see each other less but he
is still very supportive of me.
He even helped me to pay for
my books."
Williams added that she
and her boyfriend are older and
while he does not attend
school, he is receptive to her
myriad of responsibilities.
"I'm taking 14 credits and I
work 20- 30 hours a week at a
law firm, which is my part-time
job," Williams said. "But I am
trying to fix my schedule so that
it's not so hectic. My job is very
understanding when it comes
to my classes."
Williams
says
that
although she only sees her

D.C., he meets someone then
you meet someone, it becomes
difficult," Chapman says.
"Many relationships form
motivates me."
between the ages of 18- 25
Audrey Chapman, a coun- whether it's serious, sexual,
selor at Howard's Counseling platonic or all of the above."
Chapman says that nowaServices and author of the
book,
Seven
Attitude days many females go to college
Adjustments For Finding A hoping to meet their future
Loving Man, says academics husband, many women then go
should be the primary focus of on to graduate school, start a
students although forming family and have to deal with the
relationships are also impor- responsibilities of managing a
tant.
family while in school.
Chapman pointed out that
Chapman urged that
long-distance
relationships although she is not discouragtend to be problematic, though ing serious relationships while
in school, we should all be
she is not discouraging .it.
"If you're a female from mindful of the intentions of our
•
Oakland, CA and you're here in goats.

boyfriend every other weekend,
she speaks with him on the
phone every day.
Williams simply said, "He

Interested in
writing for the
Nation's
Largest Black
Collegiate
paper? If so,
come to our
budget
meetings,
Tuesday's .a t
7 p.m. in The
Hilltop Office
West Towers,
P-Leuel

waivers available for both tests
if the student meets the
requirements. The Princeton
Review and KAPLAN offer test
preparation courses that cost
anywhere from $600 to
$1000.
Senior chemistry major
Barbara Mitchell does not plan
to attend graduate school right
after graduation. Although she
will be graduating this spring
with honors, she plans to take
a year off to prepare for graduate school.
"I'd rather just focus on
my school work and graduate
with good grades," Mitchell
said. She added that some of
her friends took preparatory
classes and complained · that
trying to work for their prep
classes, in addition to studying
for other classes was too much
to handle.
Watkins received some
prep for the GRE through her
involvement with the McN air
program, but did not take a
Kaplan prep class. She plans to
apply to about seven schools
including Duke, Cornell, and
Stanford, and pursue a Ph.D in
math in the fall.
Although some seniors are
stressed out over the GRE,
Candice Reynolds, chemical
engineering major is not one
of them.
"I'm not stressed out,"

Reynolds said. "Everything
that is supposed to happen
will." She has not decided
which school she will attend,
but plans to study public policy.
To be properly prepared
for the G RE, Patricia Bone,
Program Manager of the
Language Institute at Howard
University for Continuing
Education, said students
should be studying and
excelling in their undergraduate courses.
"Students can't cram four
years into four weeks," Bone
said. She feels that taking the
prep course will teach test taking strategies, but knowing the
content will come from what
the students have already
learned.
Olu Burrell, who is pursuing a master's degree in
English, said students should
pace themselves, commit to
learning the vocabulary that
will be on the test, and constantly reviewing mathematical formulas. He also suggested reading various materials to
improve reading and writing
skills.
"Read the newspaper as
much as you can and get an
Elements of Style book, by
Strunk and White," Burrell
said. He also encouraged
seniors to study with others
who are taking the exam.

•

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The Graduate St~d~nt Assembly (GSA) is currently accepting funding requests
tFom student organ1zat1ons that have created or that will create, during the Fall 2003
semester, programs benefiting _the graduate and professional school community.*
Allocations will be based on availability of funds, ability of the organization to meet
specified qualifications, and submission of a completed application package. ·

QUALIFICATIONS
To qualify, an organization must:
1. Be a graduate or professional school organization
2. Be recognized by Student Affairs
3. Have a bank account in the organization ' s name
4. Be approved by the GSA upon submitting an application
APPLICATIONS
Applications are available Friday, October 24, 2003, in Room 111, of
Bla~kburn Center, and must include the following supporting documents:
1. Settlement Report (Only ifyour organization has previously received funds from the GSA)
2. W-9 Form
3. Detailed Budget
'

DEADLINE
The deadline for funding request submissions is Friday, November 7, 2003 at
the close of business.

??? Questions ???
If you have any questions, please e-mail them to Vimbai Mbungu, Fiscal
Coordinator for Graduate Student Assembly at vmhungu@yahoo.com. A
timely response is assured.
• Organizations that desire funding consideration for programs implemented prior to this announcement may also submit applications for
reimbursement

October 24, 2003
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By Ashley Ross
Hilltop Staff Writer

breeding ground for what
you want later on." Johnson
does not discourage others
from being involved in serious relationships during
their college years, but he
warns, "the game is not over
until there's no time left on
the clock ... dating is not over
until the
.
rings are
on."

By Jozen Cummings
Llfe and Style Editor

Forget the Celebrity
In my short career I have
had the opportunity to interview
some big names in the entertainment industry. From actors like
Larenz Tate and Luke Wilson, to
artists such as P. Diddy and LL
Cool J, I am blessed by the
opportunities my short career
has afforded me.
But when I reflect on the
time I've spent with these people, I have come to realize one
thing.
They're not special.
I must admit, talking to
someone like Diddy had me on
cloud nine, and the opportunity
to talk with Chris Rock about the
Rev. Al Sharpton running for
President is ~omething I can
brag about to my friends. And
so, yes, talking to celebrities can
be "cooI"
, b ecause evei:.yone
thinks the celebrity is so "cool."
The truth is, the highlight of
talking to these celebrities is taking them off of their high horse.
It's about getting them back
down to earth, and seeing how
someone like Vince Vaughn is a
chain smoker, even if there's a
sign telling him not to smoke at
all.
It's not about talking to
Diddy about all his riches, it's
about laughing with him about
how to sneak into the same girls
dorm I snuck into my freshman

year.
It's about realizing that LL
Cool J is a huge fan of Eminem
and he visualizes some of Em's
songs as screenplays.
These are things I've been
able to get out of some of the
people
I've
interviewed.
Sometimes I've been able to
transfer these moments into my
stories so readers can experience
them too, but sometimes I've
failed. (I'm still working on it.)
So when I hear people talk
of celebrities as though they're
untouchable, I just laugh. True,
most of them have bodyguards
and stay in high secure suites
when they come to town, but I
'
see no reason
to swoon over
them. We can respect their
work, because it's the reason
why we're fans and buy tickets to
their concerts or movies.
But they don't deserve to be
put on a pedestal, because when
I interview someone like Will
Farrell, he's actually in a chair
sitting right in front of me with a
glass of water, fidgeting with my
tape recorder.
For the most part, other
people tell celebrities they're a
celebrity before they actually feel
that way themselves. Which is
why I'm disgusted with my fellow students who stare at me
from the VIP section of Dream
as though they're better because
there sitting next to the headliner of the evening. When in all
actuality, my fellow student will
be right next to me come
Monday, in a class, struggling
just like me.
Sometimes I don't even
need to get in through The
Hilltop or another newspaper to
kick it with celebrities. Because
there are some celebrities like
Mos Def, who will get his partner, and my friends will pair up
with our partners to dance to R.
Kelly's "Step in the Name of
Love," side by side.
See, at those particular
moments they're chilling. It's
when they're at work that they're
being a celebrity.
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a significant other, but it is
not the place to make that
final choice. One needs to be
able to sample what's out
there and then decide what
they would l,ike or dislike in a
significant other."
As a
developmental psychologist,
Dr. Roberts was especially
concerned with Howard
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These statistics do not
surprise Taron Johnson, a
senior
political
science
major .. Johnson believes college is "the preliminary
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Throwbacks from
the Black Side
By Metanoya Webb
Hilltop Staff Writer
Visualize owning a basketball
jersey, varsity jacket or cage shirt
actually worn by one of the original members of a colored basketball squad, that existed decades
before Magic Johnson, Michael
Jordan and Kobe Bryant dominated the game.
Claude Johnson, CEO of
Black Fives is the master mind
behind taking the stories and
accomplishments of these once
forgotten, yet extremely' sigilificant all-black-basketball teams
and resurfacing their iniportance
through urban sports apparel.
Today, Johnson offers a 2003
Fall collection of authentic team
wear specifically relating to the
Black Fives era, which has been
available in over 100 retail locations since the beginning of
September.
From Game Jerseys, Cage
Shirts, Casino Jackets, Field
House Coats, T-shirts, Caps,
Pennants and finally basketballs,

Johnson's attempt with Black
Fives is to revitalize an iniportant
era in African American history.
At a time when throwback
jerseys are at their peak, Johnson
believes his entrance into the
industry would create an excuse
for young guys to want to learn
about their foundation.
"Black Fives is a justification
for older guys to wear throwbacks," Johnson says. "It's an
excuse for young guys to discover
more about our history."
Johnson came up with the
idea for Black Fives after reading
Arthur Ashe' s, "Hard Road to
Glory," whicli highlighted historical black basketball squads. The
idea ultimately developed into an
inspiration, which resulted in
Johnson doing more research and
discovering that there were a variety of African American athletic
teams, like this, during the early
20th century. After e){ploring this
era for several years, Johnson felt
compelled to reintroduce the
"Black Fives" and hopefully bring
the history of these teams back to
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to not only dress AJ, a Howard
fashion in a powerful way.
"Nothing really depicts our alunini, and host of BET's 106 &
Johnson states, "I wanted to
protect this story. And if it was history as well as this," said Da~ Park in Black Fives but also Big
going to be told; I wanted it to be when asked how he felt about the Tigger and most recently Busta
historical correlation between Rhymes. The general consensus
told the right way."
Rick Davy, Head fashion styl- Johnson's Black Fives and urban amongst all of these influential
ist at BET has and continues to fashion. Davy clearly states he is entertainers in response to Black
style several entertainers in Black not at all into urban clothing but Fives is they absolutely love it.
"They are so into it; the texFives apparel and recognizes admitted he would wear Black
Johnson's company as the. first Fives because of its phenomenal ture, quality, fit and cut of these
urban sports line to brilliantly and foundation.
Davy has had the opportunity See BLACK page 83
successfully link history with

life.

A Sidekick You Can Trust
By Michael Lawson
Contributing Writer
It began as a relationship of
utility, an infatuation with a
something new. However, in
only about three months time,
it has burgeoned into a dependent love.
Yes, sophomore Kevin
Madden loves his T-Mobile
Sidekick, referred to by many
as one of the hottest gadgets of
the year.
"I use it all the time," said
Madden, a marketing major.
What is the Sidekick?
According to a review by
MSNBC, the answer is hard to
pin down. The Sidekick, a wireless communication device
manufactured by Danger but
marketed and sold exclusively

by T-Mobile, serves as a cell
phone, an email box, a fullyoperable Internet browser,
planner and even accesses AOL
Instant Messenger all at once.
This is the primary reason
Madden was initially attracted to the Sidekick.
"I bought it because,
unlike a phone, it does everything," he said. "Two-way paging, text messages, Internet
access, I wanted an all-in-one
device."
Its abundance of special
features helps to give it what
ABC News called "an almost
cult-like following," but it doesn't hurt that it looks nice too.
"The Sidekick is hot," sophomore human development
major Teemorrie Taylor says.
"It does a lot of stuff and still

-

"It would become costly to
this years PC World's
award for Product of the have a phone, two-way, and
Year. According to wireless Internet. Plus the
their website,
PC plans are cheap."
World looks for prodOn the T-Mobile website
ucts that mix good the Sidekick currently retails'
value, a reliable for $299.99 and plans are avail•
manufacturer, able for $39.99/month and
and a dash of $59.99/month.
innovation.
No relationship is perfect,
Value is anoth- however. Even the much-touter
reason ed Sidekick has its detractors.
Madden loves
"I think it's ugly and kind of
his Sidekick.
bulky," junior accounting major
Karen Jenkins says. "I don't
need all that extra (stuff) in a

phone."
manages to
be cool,"
T h e
Sidekick,
besides being attractive to the masses, also won

Even Madden admits to its
flaws.
"The sound could be better," he admits. "You can't hear
all that well without an earpiece."
Besides being advertised in
See SIDEKICK page 83
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''Stylish on the Alps''

...

Glamorous daredevils are the
ones hitting the
slopes 'this season.
Designers turned
to sleek, sexy,
edgy, sparkling
looks while creating apparel that
virtually makes
you crave for .
snow year round.
'

\
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Don't hesitate to
fumble through
daddy's closet
because you might
come across some
well-crafted classics
that are unquestionably trendy must
haves this fall season. From the sexy
authority in oversized coats to the
sassy sophistication
in a pinstripe suit,
designers had a slight
case of nostalgia
when they transformed masculinity
to fit and flatter the
feminine silhouette.

•

tt

''Tallyho''
Inspired by one of
fashions most prolific icons, Coco
Chanel; this fall
season classic
shapes were carved
with a modem
twang, to create the
necessary separates
to complete a contemporary
wardrobe. Tweeds,
argyles, cashmere
and plaids capture
the essence of country life with modernity and style.

''School Girl''
The schoolgirl is
back with a bit
more sex appeal,
style and most
importantly, class.
The hemline has
•
once again risen
and pleats, plaids
and variations of
tweed have reentered designers'
collections.
•

''Miss Incognito''
''Prim & Proper''
Old-fashioned elegance is back with a
sleeker and slimmer
shape than the tradition
that inspired it. We are
still having tea and
crumpets but not in
such a stuffy manner.
So wiggle into that
cocktail dress and slip
on your satin gloves,
because this fall's
charming little lady is
gliding out of the door
with a serious case of
style.
B2
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''Attitude." Check! ''Sex
appeal." Check! And
please don't forget your
curvaceous dress and
your intriguing coat,
with sky-high collar,
when you set out to bit
the dangerous streets and
get your mission accomplished. The ''Spy Style''
look has had a distinct
influence on this fall's
body sculpting fashions.
Your assignment: Wear
it and live a life of suspense!
By Metanoya Webb
October 24, 2003
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Black Fives the
_.olo
Basket

av1er:
By Jennifer L. Williams

Asst. Life & Style Editor
Passion. A word that far too
many songs of late lack; a word
too many artists do not familiarize themselves with. However
with the debut of Javier, passio~
has definitely returned to music.
Armed with arrestingly soulful vocals, hypnotizing guitar talent, and exemplary writing talent, Javier is not your average
recording artist. "I am blessed to
be able to say that I co-wrote
every song on the album" said
Javier. "I'm happy with the end
result." Javier, the 25 year old,
self-described 'love song kind of
guy," is dedicated to trying different styles of music to add levels to his songs. "I am definitely
all about variety, and I wanted
my album to reflect that," states
Javier.
The diverse album definitely
does not disappoint. An astonishingly mature sounding debut
album, Javier's talent with both
his voice and his guitar are
showcased beautifully throughout the course of the album. On
the album beginning track, the
up tempo "Crazy," Javier's tale of
a woman he can't get out of his
,system is delivered beautifully,
with rhythmic guitar strumming
providing the perfect background for Javier's melodious
voice. "... Can't find the words to
explain it/ Ain't it crazy how I
fall/. Every time I call your
name ... " croons Javier.
•
Songs like "In Your Hands"
and the hypnotizing "If I Never
Get to Heaven" display Javier's
penchant for creating love songs
devoid of over- the- top senti-
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ments or sappy lyrics. Somehow,
lyrics such as " ...Just like the air
that I breathe/ You fill me up
inside/ You give me all that I
need" (From "If I Never Get to
Heaven") sound heartfelt and
honest falling from Javier's lips.
Moreover, Javier does not
stray from dealing with loss and
heartbreak. Songs like "My
Biggest Mistake" and "Song for
Your Tears" further showcase
Javier's depth, as he artfully
sings about the pain of a relationship gone wrong. On the
haunting, jazz infused "October
Sky," Javier's voice and a piano
playing in the background blend
seamlessly, further adding

dimension to the intensity of the
song. "When you kissed me
goodbye/ I could taste every lie/
and I don't have to ask myself
why/ It's as clear as the October
sky... " sings Javier, in this moving ballad.
Overall, Javier is an exceptionally solid debut album from
a promising young talent that
will surely be around for quite a
while. Be sure to pick up a copy
of Javier today.
Javier will be performing
today, Friday October 24, from
12pm to 2pm in Crampton
Auditorium. Don't miss out on
this event!

BLACK from 81

team as such as, "Howard

garments are amazing," Davy
says.
Black Fives officially came
into the fashion arena when the
1st shipment was made to several
stores throughout the country;
however, the public received a
sneak peek of the line back in
July, when the very first advertisement appeared in of Slam
Magazine. Since then, Black
Fives apparel has been seen in
several different arenas. It was
featured in the Philadelphia scene
of the 2003 Howard University
Homecoming fashion show,
"First class;" and if you happen to
flip through the style section in
the November 2003 issue of The
Source magazine you will see Lil'
Zel sporting a "Smart Set Athletic
Club" jersey and matching hat,
both pieces are Black Fives exclu•
s1ve.
Jerseys are priced at around
$225 and limited amounts of
these garments are available for
purcliase. Infamous Black Fives

University," the "Renaissance Big
Five" and the "Alpha Physical
Culture Club," can all be seen represented on these garments.
Quincy Ewell, a junior sociology major from Teaneck New
Jersey, was a model in the
Philadelphia scene of the 2003
HU Homecoming fashion show,
where some of Johnson's pieces
were showcased. Ewell believes
Black Fives will ultimately be sur.cessful because jerseys and athletic wear are really big right now.
Because Johnson has decided to target the collectors market
first, which consist of the individuals who really understand the
sigiiificance and history of these
squads, only 300 Game jerseys,
300 Cage shirts and 50 Casino
jackets were actually manufactured.
Johnson intends on taking
the Black Fives logo and putting it
on a variety of different sports
inspired urban wear and
expressed there is a possibility for
the line to eventually produce

women's apparel.
Johnson
believes that it's inlportant for
women to know that females are
taking the authentic jerseys and
turning them into stylish pieces.
Johnson would like the HU
community to recognize his commitment to publicizing the history
of black athletics does not just
stop at basketball.
"Our history is long I don't
want to just limit myself to basketball teams; I created another
label because I did not want consumers to be confused if I introduced a football jersey under the
Black Fives label."
Black Fives can currently be
found in Total Sports, Downtown
Locker Room and Last Stop all
located conveniently in the DC
metropolitan area. For any further information concerning
Claude Johnson or how to find
Black Fives apparel, visit,
www.blackfives.com.

Sidekick: the All in One
SIDEKICK from 81

various new outlets a hot item
'
the Sidekick has received some
free publicity from such popular artists as Jay-Z, who features the Sidekick in his
"Excuse Me Miss" video, and
Nick Cannon mentions the
device in his song "Feelin'
Freaky." Although it is hard to
deny the features of the

Sidekick, this publicity may
give consumers different reasoning to purchase one.
"I think here at Howard
University, people buy it not
out of necessity, but just to
show off that they have a
Sidekick," Jenkins says.
Jenkins is not the only one
who holds this view.
"It says, in a word, status,"

said sophomore computer science major Brandon Coates.
"People buy it just because it's a
hot item to have right now."
Despite what people might
think, people like Madden, who
says he regularly uses most of
the features on his Sidekick
'
would feel lost without it.
"Now I feel if I didn't have
it, what would I do?"
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Hero.
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• Advocacy for the civil
rights of Americans
with disabilities
• Spinal cord injury
and disease research

,

Founded following World
War II, the Paralyzed
Veterans of America (PVA)
is made up of veterans of
the armed forces who have
experienced spinal cord
injury or disease. We continue to serve our nation
on many fronts:
• Public education
• Advocacy for quality
about paralysis
health care
• Assistance to veterans • Sports and recreation
programs
to obtain their

benefits

~

PAR,0,1_VZE i>V1ITSIV<NS
i>F AME~ICA

To help PVA continue to serve paralyzed
veterans, call toll-free (866) USA 4 PVA
or visit www.pva.org

WEDNESDAYS ARE FOR HUii
30% OFF ALL HAIR SERVICES*

III

"Enjoy an upscale urban haven
where nothing is more important than
the time, appearance, or feelings of our guests,"
- Nicole M, Cober, Owner (HU Law Alum '96)
•

25 FLORIDA AVE, NW• 202,986,SOUL •WWW,SOULDAYSPA.COM
('availability is limited and appointments are preferred)
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Sex & Athletes: The Untold Story
think it's mostly a superstitious

By Llndsey Walton
Contributing Writer
'

'

'

•

•••••••••••••••••

. ByBernardMurray
, Sports Editor
'

•
I don't mean to disappoint,
, but today there will be no opin•
~. ions.
,
I am not going to give you a
• reason to go hmmm, inspire education minds to question all the
answers or serve food for thought
because it's stale.
Besides I am tired.
I am tired of trying to earn an
A to maintain a high GPA
because when it's all said and
done grades don't matter. It's all a
front. I feel bulimic: ingesting all
this information just to regurgitate it on a test.
'
If I were digesting half this
· stuff, I wouldn't forget what I
learned at the beginning of the
' semester when it comes time for
the cumulative final.
And overrides.
I've been here four years and
, remember when an override was
• as easy as ... as Nextel's direct con. nect. The Professor's Hancock
and your advisor's approval,
DONE.
Now it seems to be a major
issue. What's a few more stu• dents, a few more papers to
grade? What's the worst that can
happen, a few students actually
learn something instead of having an hour and a half void in an
almost complete schedule. But
what y'all fail to realize, it's all
part of the plan.
Check this ...
Let's say you're a junior trying to graduate on time and the
class you need is only offered in
the fall.
Surprise, surprise, it's closed.
So what do you do, try and get an
override. But wait, what's this,
only graduating seniors can get
overrides. So your S.O.L. left to
wait until next year to take it.
Oh, I forgot, that closed class,
it's a prerequisite; Now you're set
back a year giving Howard another semester's worth of tuition, at
• •
mmunum.
I said all of that to make a
point, these professors who feed
us because we're hungry for
knowledge are the best in the
country. It's a shame that we hav·e
to wait for higber education to get
this quality of teaching. What if
our youth never has the chance to
reach this plateau because the
money that would go towards
education is allocated to a country overseas that has majority of
the world's oil supply.
While we're stuck here with
inadequate schools and 2 bucks
for gas Chicago CT know we're not
the only ones) . .
Speaking of Chicago, I had a
chance to see the UniverSoul
Circus
last
weekend
in
Washington Park, amazing show.
But what we have here is a
failure to communicate. When a
circus plays "Get Low," we have a
problem. When these children,
three and up, know the words to
''.Get Low" and not their studies,
we have a bigger problem.
Teaching isn't being accomplished in the classroom.
Teachers and politicians have
equal
qualifications ...just
because somebody from off the
street claims they know what
they're doing doesn't mean they
should be hired.
Let's raise teachers to the
heigbt they once were. Teachers
used to invoke fear during conferences, now it's the students.
Class is dismissed. HOLLA
BLACK

B4

thing for athletes," he said.
"I don't think it's negative,
but it could become negative if
you're thinking about it during a
race. Then it could become a distraction," Oliver's teammate,
Lance Gross added.
Some Howard athletes
believe that sex is good for "muscle relaxation." But in reality, sex
may act more as a stimulant. A
Dutch scientific study that tested
the brains of volunteers during
sex concluded that an orgasm has
the same effect as a dose of hero-

Dancing, music and meditation.
All three are common pregame rituals for athletes. But
there's another pre-game routine
that some athletes find helpful,
some find a distraction and most
coaches oppose .
It comes in many different
forms, lasts for different amounts
of time, generally serves the same
purpose and has one common
name: Sex.
But when it comes to athletics, the effect of sexual activity on
athletes is a controversial subject.
Depending on the person,
what sexual acts are being performed and what sport is at hand,
an athlete's performance may be
affected following sex.
"It's energy, it's fatigue, I'd
prefer they not," said an assistant
coach, who wants to remain
anonymous.
Another coach agreed and
said, "It makes others relaxed
and some it wears them out.
Some of my athletes [muscles]
have ended up stiff the next
morning. My preference is they
don't do it."
Associate Athletic Director
Deborah Johnson said, "There
are a lot of other factors involved,
It depends on the sport and how
focused you are and also the
emotions involved in the relationship. The old-school belief is
that an athlete needs to be in the

•

Ill .
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rigbt frame of mind one to two
days before a match."
However, the old-school
beliefs have no real scientific evidence to support their claims,
which,
according to the
Electronic Journal of Human
Sexuality, have been recommended to Olympic athletes and
even Muhammad Ali in his hay

day.

The Post-Standard reported
that in ancient Greece athletes
were under strict regulation to
not take part in sexual activity
before events for fear it would
"sap the athlete's strength."
Howard athletes couldn't
seem to come up with a unanimous decision on the mystery of
pre-game sex and its effects.
"I've heard it helps a male,

but I don't know what it does for
females," said a female athlete
who chose to remain nameless.
If sex does in fact sap and
drain athlete's strength, then
those sports that require stamina
and endurance would be the
hardest hit, especially track
MEAC Championship hurdler David Oliver disagreed. "I
don't think it has any effect. I

"We all can tell when my
[specific] teammate gets some.
Her game is on point," said Oby
Ogbuawa of the women's soccer
team. •
However, her teammate
Erica Jackson believed sex before
a competition doesn't matter.
"It's all a mind set. If you feel
that's what you need to do then
you should do it. It's already in
your mind that you will play well.
For me it will be a distraction,"
Jackson said.
Whether the competition is
an intramural badniinton match,
or a MEAC Championship,
experts and athletes can't seem to
come to one set decision regarding the effects of pre-game sexual
activity. The debate of sex over
psyche is contained in the athletes themselves. Until conclusive evidence is made, the debate
will live on.

Fashion: Athletes Have Their Own Style
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The common misconception is: All athletes only wear
sweats. However, that is not the case.

By Khalea Fields
Contributing Writer
It's a sunny Friday afternoon at Howard University.
The Yard is bustling with activity. In looking around, one can
see the many different kinds of
people that attend this historic
university.
On one bench, you see the

"gangstas" in baggy jeans slung
low around their hips, extralarge white tees, a pair of fresh
Timberlands and of course the
finishing touch, the perfectly
positioned over-sized fitted
cap.
Stretched out on a plot of
grass you see the Erykah Badulike females clothed in wrap
skirts and sandals with their

dreadlocks pulled up into a
messy ponytail.
Somewhere across the yard
is the video extra, barely
dressed in the tightest midriff
shirt, the shortest skirt and a
pair of stilettos that the average
person could not even imagine
standing in, let alone walking to
class up the Sixth Street hill.
Now where does the student athlete fit into the Howard
fashion equation?
Many people have the preconceived notion that when it
comes to apparel, the student
athlete is oblivious to the world
of fashion.
Contrary to popular belief,
many student athletes find
themselves to be fashionable;
in fact most say that their athleticism has little to do with
their style of dress.
"Jean jackets and hoodies
are my everyday wear," said
sophomore
athlete
Oby
Ogbuawa. "I think I dress like
me."
Meet Dolly and Bode
Akingbohungbe. This brother
and sister duo grew tip in the
same household, both are

Howard University student
athletes and both have their
very own sense of what fashion
•

IS.

Bode considers his style to
"Gangsta Pretty.''
His style has very little to
do with athleticism. Like many,
his sense of fashion is highly
influenced by the media world.
"I like to stay on top of the
latest fashion," said Bode. "I
like Jerseys and Jordan's."
Bode's fashion sense is not
determined by his athletics but
the world around him and the
•
occasion.
"I put the feminine in
tomboy," said Dolly explaining
her style. Unlike her mediainfluenced sibling, Dolly uses
her apparel as c;n opportunity
to. express herself.
"I · like to look good for
myself, not to impress. I dress
appropriately for where I'm
going but I still want people to
look at me and· say "That's
Dolly.""
The student athlete isn't
completely innocent of the
"athletes in sweats" stereotype.
But chances are, if you see an

athlete donned in sweatpants
and at-shirt, it's not because he
or she isn't up to date with the
latest fashion trends, or that he
or she does not care about their
presentation, its about being
practical. "Yeah I wear sweats,"
says Dolly, "everyday before
. "
practice.
"On Thursdays, I have one
class from 12:40pm until 2:00,"
said Ogbuawa. "Why put on an
outfit when I'm going to practice at 2:00, right after class?"
The life of a student athlete
differs vastly from the "regular"
college student. Being a college
athlete is a lifestyle that
demands time, energy, motivation and dedication to both academics and athleticism.
Although one might occasionally see an athlete dressed
in a sweat suit, t-shirt, and pair
of sneakers, it doesn't necesarily affirm the belief that athletes
can't dress or athletes don't
care. Occasionally, hindered by
practicality, an athlete's fashio11
is determined not by their participation in athletics, but by
their individuality.

Cross Country Team Prepares for MEAC Championships
By Brian Jackson
Contributory Writer
This year the MEAC will
take place in Greensboro,
North California
The Howard University
men's and women's cross country teams are steadily preparing for the stiff competition
they will face this Saturday at
the Mid-Eastern Atlantic
Conference Championships.
This year the MEAC will
take place in Greensboro,
North California and the after
running strong for the entire
season, the bison have shown
their ability to handle the likes
of
Maryland,
Syracuse,
American, George Maso1i and
Mt. St. Mary's to name a few

they seem ready for MEAC
Championships.
Head
Coach
Michael
Merritt is confident that the
Bison are more than prepared
for championships and is looking for a strong performance
from both the men's and
women's side.
On the men's side Norfolk
State and Maryland Eastern
Shore are two teams that will
give the Bison a run for their
money. The same is the case as
Hampton, Norfolk State, and
Maryland Eastern Shore will
provide the women with plenty
of competition.
Coach Merritt said, "The
women tend to run in pack."
He's referring to the trio of
Tasha Harris, Ashley Vann, and

The Hilltop

Alecia Melton who are a few of
the bright spots on the team.
The success of freshmen
Amanda Stevenson and Aisha
Franklin have been a pleasant
surprise for the Bison.
"Going into the championship we must stay focused,
confident and maintain our
team unity. If we do that we
should succeed," said Edgar
Sams.
As a whole they have run
well but junior transfer Cordis
Stanfield from the University of
Tennessee has made a name for
himself on the men's side.
Relying on his experienced
and veteran runners, Merritt is
expecting to see good results
from Leon Snyder, Jonathan
Davis, David Winn, and Edgar

Sams.
The women have an extra
weight on their shoulder as
every team is gunning for them
and Merritt knows that women
are talented enough to repeat
as champions in the MEAC.
It is just a matter if they
come out and perform. "If
somebody is going to beat them
they will have to earn it," said
Merritt. "To go in there and
bang heads. You have to go in
there and just get it"
Sophomore
Khary
Kenyatta is very confident that
the men will perform well at
MEAC championships.
"If we just keep improving
as we have been every week, we
should fare very well at MEAC,"
Kenyatta said. "We are a lot

stronger and have a lot more
depth as a team than last season and I think we will finish
higher than the 4th place finish
of a season ago.
The Bison have an extra
incentive to win the MEAC.
Merritt has promised to take
them to the NCAA Regionals if
they run strong and said that
they need to win conference if
they are expecting on going to
Regionals.
Regionals is a huge hurdle
to get over, but Kenyatta has
'..'1ore
than
hopeful,
Our team consists of mainly
middle distance runners, so the
success we are having will
hopefully continue at the
MEAC championships."
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•
evening.
"I
don't
know if it was
too cold for
them outside or
what, but they
were
pretty
excited."
For
the Bison, staying focused and
maintaining
that energy will
FILE PHoro
be key as they
The Bison football team hopes to make the travel to Aggie
Aggies swallow their pride tomorrow on
Stadium to take
their home field.
on NC A&T for
their homecomBy Zachary Kenworthy
ing tomorrow: a venue where
Hilltop Staff Writer
the Bison have been outscored
127-30 in their previous two
"That was one of the best visits.
practices we have had all year,"
However, after a devastatexplained Howard University ing 33-12 loss to Morgan State
Head Coach Ray Petty this past this past weekend the onus is

on Howard to control the clock
and protect the ball.
"Protecting the ball and
clock control will be important
for us this weekend," assured
Petty. "They have one of the
best teams in the nation in
terms of turnover ratio. Already
they have 17 interceptions on
the year."
Howard's offensive tact has
always been the running game
and
freshman
sensation
Antoine Rutherford has flourished under Petty's system thus
far. Last week, against a stifling
Morgan defense, Rutherford
struggled and Howard only ran
for 69 yards. Nonetheless,
Howard's coaching staff will
still implement the run as much
as possible. "We need to establish the run early in the game if
we want to control the game.
That is the focus," said Petty.

In any relationship, time
age college student already
affects all aspects of their life and effort is necessary to make
from, the friendships to the both parties happy, but for an
schoolwork. So, being in a athlete, practice is that third
relationship and having to ded- wheel that interrupts that qualicate a full 60-90 minutes of ity time.
concentration on nothing but
In any sport, the athlete
your athletic performance
along with brief thoughts of has to be there mentally. If he
your significant other, is a or she is focused on something
or someone else, their game
struggle.
Sophomore Lauren Horton can easily be affected. A lover's
and a member of the softball quarrel may happen before the
team said, "I'm not in a rela- homecoming game and the star
tionship or anything, but I quarterback mind may wonder
imagine it would be kind of back to his girlfriend in the
hard to play and be thinking middle of a game winning play.
"It cause mental stress. If
about my man."

As if sex wasn't enough
mental pressure; it is hard
enough for college athletes to
find the balance between
school and their sports.
Their demanding schedules consists of practice during
the week, games and meets
that conflict with classes and
studying to maintain their
required athletic GPA. For all
athletes, time is scarce.
So how does love fall into
the picture?
A relationship for the aver-

mered home a victory on Mecca
turf last year when they won
20-16.
A&T, who are 6-1 on the
year, will be looking toward
sophomore
quarterback
Marshall Glenn who has passed
for 499 yards on the year and
gained a further 110 yards on
the ground.
Additionally, A&T has a
power one-two punch in the
backfield with sophomore running back Frank Patterson (401
rushing yards) and junior
Micheaux Hollingsworth (341
rushing yards). Offensively, the
Aggies are very similar to
Howard as they focus on ball
control and clock management.
Yet, . Coach Petty is
adamant that the Bison will be
ready, "They have a Howardlike homecoming. It will be
huge, but the guys have not lost

faith and are still very upbeat.
The defense has played well all
year and the refreshing thin is
we have no superstars on that
side of the ball. Each week,
though, somebody steps up to
the plate."
Stepping up to the plate is
the key. If Howard can establish the run and not fall into
A&T's defensive traps and protect the ball then Howard stand
a
real
good
chance.
Quarterbacks Marcos Moreno
and Ronald Venters must be
wary of the interception, as the
offensive line opens up room
for Rutherford. Room for
Rutherford would be good as a
packed Aggie Stadium will no
doubt create a stifling atmosphere for our Bison.

eel in Athletic Relationships

Time May Be the Third
By Eboni Pearce
Contributing Writer

Another major concern for
the Bison, however, is the fact
that long snapper Tralan
Andrews may still be out with a
shoulder injury. Undeniably,
the kicking game suffered last
week against Morgan as three
field goals were blocked in his
absence. Nonetheless, Andrews
will be a game-time decision for
Howard.
Coping with Aggie Pride on
Saturday will also be a very real
challenge for Howard. "Dealing
with 30-40,000 crazed fans
and a sea of blue and gold is
going to be tough for the guys,
but I know we're up for the
challenge," said Petty confidently.
The Bison have not dealt
well with playing at Aggie
Stadium as they have lost in
their previous two visits.
Nonetheless, Howard ham-

he's getting upset and there's many turns into the support of
no harmony there (in the rela- one, it can have an adverse
tionship) is causes stress and affect turning a strength into a
strife. You can't perform when weakness if that person isn't
you're not up to par,"
present.
"What he was doing and
said Assistant Men's
why he wasn't at the game?
Soccer Coach Curtis Landy.
Some athletes already find Things like that could distract
it hard to perform under stress, me, "
but a relationship can cause
Horton said.
"Sports require full conmore stress than needed.
That's why support is vital centration from both the body
for relationships because they and the mind. Some people
can only get stronger. During a don't understand that. Sports
game athletes get stronger aren't only about physical commentally and physically when petition it's a metal battle too.
they know that fan support is So when you can't think of anythere. But when the support of one but your loved one it

already gives your opponent
the advantage," said Oby
Ogbuawa of the Women's soccer team.
Maybe movies like Love
and Basketball, He Got Game
and Higher Learning aren't as
easy as they seem, but the are
good example of the difficulties
of being in a relation with an
athletes. A relationship is a
full-time job and so are athletics. Requiring time, dedication
and commitment, can an athlete be equally dedicated to
both or is that asking them for
too much?

SBJPS
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is over...

We are searching for the next
Chair and Treasurer
for the
Howard University Homecoming Steering Committee

JUNIOR YEAR AT ABRITISH UNIVERSITY
The English-Speaking Union of the United States is pleased to announce the competition for the
2004-2005 Luard Scholarships.
'

The awards will include: round trip transportation, tuition, room, board, books and related :
necessary expenses for the academic year.

Applications
are

• The competition is open to students of all majors who are U.S. citizens and will have
completed their sophomore year by August 2003.
• Candidates must excel academically, and posses a good knowledge af AfricanAmerican history.
• In addition, they must feel confident that they'll be able to adjust to living and studying
abroad.

Finalists will be asked to come to New York for a personal interview with the Luard Scholarship
Committee, at the expense of The English-Speaking Union.
For Further information and application forms, please contact:
IN THE OFFCIE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES -BLACK.BUR,~ UNIVERSITY CENTER,
SUITE 117

Can you take '}{award '}{omecomin3 to the next
(eve(???

DEADLINE:
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 7, 2003
APPLICATIONS MUST RE DROPPED OFF
IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
NO LATER THAN 5:00PM
BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY (ENTER,
October 24, 2003

I

BETIY AIKENS, DIRECTOR STUDY ABROAD
RALPH J. BUNCHE INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS CENTER

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY:

LAST CALL!!!!!
NOVEMBER 7, 2003
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Broken Computers and
convenient Ho111-s Plag11e ·
Going to the iLab shouldn't be stressful. There should• .
n't be long lines waiting for a
computer station or switching
'
.
computers every few minutes
'
pe~ause
one station has a broJ,<en zip drive or
,;nouse that doesn't
,;nove -- or in the
worst case computers
are completely out of
order. Going to the
iLab
shouldn't
fnvolve locked doors
at
6
p.m.
on
Saturdays, and furthermore the iLab
shouldn't
be closed
,
on holidays.
•
For many of us, the iLab is
the only resource for computers and high speed Internet
access. We don't understand
why there are not enough
computers to go around. With
nearly 10,000 students on our
campus, it does not make
sense to have workstations
that are consistently broken or

Recently, there has been
much debate as to whether or
not John Lee Malvo and John
Muhammad should be tried
under the new Terrorism Act.
The two suspects in the rash of
sniper killings that occurred in
Maryland and Virginia last fall
will soon be tried - possibly as terrorists.
In post September
11th America, the term
"terrorism" has become
so overused that it has
almost been reduced to
a cliche. The Terrorism
Act defines terrorist
activity as something
that causes mass fear.
While we agree that the
actions of the snipers
placed a lot of people in
our area in a state of fear, whatever happened to being tried as
a serial killer?
Were Jeffrey Dhamer and
Charles Manson terrorists?
They killed a lot of people and
scared an even larger amount of
people. However, the answer is

under repair. And even if all
the computers did work, there
still would not be enough for
the student body to use. Since
it is very difficult to get a computer station at 12 noon, one

If the conditions in the
iLab continue to deteriorate,
Howard will loose the ground
it gained when the iLab first
opened in 2000.
Each one of us pays a technology fee to have
access to services
View:
such as the iLab, and
there is no excuse for
the machines in the
iLab to not run efficiently and smoothly. In addition, the
iLab should stay
open 24 hours, 7
days a week. The
iLab shuts down
of the high volume hours, the early on weekends, preventing
University should look into students from putting in the
opening a similar lab that extra time and effort classes
•
matches or exceeds the iLab's require.
current capacity.
Technology is a fast-paced
Not only does there need phenomenon in our society.
to be more computers, but We're not asking Howard to
technical support workers complete -unrealistic goals, but
need to do their job; if if the it is not too much to ask to
iLab is understaffed, more have running computers when
technicians need to be hired.
students have work to do.

'Yale Fi
'
that

called "terrorists."
By our definition (and this
is without the subjectivity that
has generated since terrorism
became a household word for
Americans), terrorism is the
implementation of fear on a
grand scale, such as nationally.
It is important not to skew
the lines between what is
terrorism and what is not.
Malvo and Muhammad
should be tried for the
multiple murders that
they are suspected of committing. To stipulate their
actions
as
terrorism
because of the latest trend
towards anti-terrorism is
unfair.
The question arises: Is
one worse than the other?
the men who killed and injured It is ridiculous to say that it is
those innocent individuals in better to be a serial killer than
the sniper shootings. The dif- an international terrorist. If
ference is that the snipers com- convicted, the two will
mitted their crimes in an era undoubtedly be justly punished
marked by terrorism and the with or without the brand of
fear thereof, so it is easy, and "Terrorist" on their arms.
even convenient, for them to be

no, they were not tried as terrorists. This is not because
there was no such thing as terrorism back then, but because
we weren't so quick to say
"Terrorist!" anytime a deranged
person took multiple lives.
They were serial killers, as are

Our View:

Our

The iLab needs to be
fully functional for
student use.

ts Govern111ent Policy
.
·-·ti
ows Disc1·1111111a on

We all know that the government has an extreme amount of
power, most of which they assert
in unjust ways to accomplish their
agenda; but where does it stop?
The government
has just flexed its
J,ulging muscles once
:again, this tinie stepping
:on the toes of Yale and
:other major universities.
•
The government
~ust enforced a federal
;rolicy that required y ale
•
tandotherschoolstogive
!the military full access to
:recruit on their campus - without
~aving to sign the school's anti:ruscrimination policy. Yale was
• pleased with this decision.
:not
:of!icials from the school are suing
;Defense
Secretary
Donald
;Rumsfeld because the military
~eclined to sign the anti-discrimi;nation pledge that Yale requires of
:an who wish to use their student
breer development office.
:
The key issue here is that the
j;overnment has resolved to hold

back $300 million in federal
funding from the school if the military is not allowed full access to
recruitment on campus.
Sounds a little too much like

policy and granted the military
full access to their campus.
Yale, however, has decided to
fight this. We applaud them for
not resigning to compliance with
the government's bullying.
The government's
tactics are sneaky and
unfair. Not signing
the anti-discriminatory pledge is a cunning
way to legally discrinIinate against gays, in
concurrence with the
military's "don't ask,
don't tell" policy.
blackmail to us.
Government or not, a univerIf the government is able to
sity has the right to refuse a group bully schools into allowing dispernrission to work on their cam- crimination, using money as the
pus, especially when that group is bait, , ,e wholeheartedly believe
not willing to adhere to the that this will cause a chain reacschool's policies. A university's tion. When exceptions to rules are
rules are made to reinforce the made, the possibilities become
values that the school believes in. endless. 11Iis allowance of disUnder the threat of losing crimination can eventually extend
such major funding, many beyond sexuality, and into every
schools, including Yale, suspend- other facet of humanity that can
ed the anti-discriminatory pledge be grounds for discrimination.

Our View:

The military should not
be excused from Yale's
d
.
.
.
.
z
·
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... Sfie Said
Chizoba Udeorji

By Nakisha Williams
Asst. Editorials & Perspectives
Editor

Does this stuff rub off?
Classic Howard question
number 3: "Where are you from"
he asked me, lip curled eyebrows
scrunched, face in a complete
state of confusion. "California" I
replied nonchalantly, tired of
playing the geography game.
"Oh!" he exclaimed, "That's why
you sound like a white girl." His
light bulb burned brighter: "And
that explains why you came to
Howard! To learn how to be
black!" He laughed obviously
feeling smart about his apparent
revelation. For him it was funny,
for me it was simply deja vu.
I was born and, for the most
part,
raised in Oakland,
California. But I lived in the
'burbs-the Oakland hills that is
-so I was considered a foreigner.
I was laughed at because when ,ve
all caught the bus after school, I

Trina, Diamond Princess.
Ashanti, Princess of R&B. Lll Kim,
Queen Bee. You all get the idea. It
seems like the trend for modern
musical artist is to solidify (and
more often exacerbate) their status by tacking an alias onto their
names, as if we wouldn't recognize the shrill, cracked ballads of
Ashanti without being reminded
of her overnight aristocratic status
(musically speaking).
I've never been bothered
much by celebrities and their
need for titles, that is until R Kelly,
The R in R&B, Mr. Bump and
Grind, decided to dub himself the
Pied Piper. I immediately
thought: how stupid, yet how
appropriate.
Everyone has an idea of what
(or who) the Pied Piper actually is,
but according German folklore,
the answer is quiet clear.
According to legend, in the thirteenth century, the German town
of Hamelin was infested with rats.
The mayor promised money to
anyone who could solve the problem, and the mysterious piper
offered assistance.
He played his fife, and led the
town's rats into the local river (the
River Weser). The mayor retract-

had no "98th," "tre-nine," or
•

"murder dubbs" streets to represent.
Don't be deceived, it wasn't
just where I lived that made me a
target for immature Jr. High
jokes, it was the way I acted as
well. I was different: I loved
Alanis Morisette, "like" and
''totally" were active words in my
vocabulary, and I was a religious
viewer of "Sweet Valley High"
(think Mary Kate and Ashley, the

Lieberman to set the record: straigfi.t.
Joe Lieberman is Jewisli, atulfie is tfie
first Jewish cand"idate running fw
president; liuwe-ver, tliat does not
automatica{[y make himpro Israe[ Is
someone B{acR. automatica{[y in
favw ofreyarations? 'Wfiy stereotype

high school years). As a 12 year

liim.?

old, I couldn't help but feel hurt
when a girl on my block scoffed
"you got a ghetto name like
Nakisha so why you can't doubledutch and do other 'black'
things?"
I spent the greater part of my
life feeling trapped in a funky
predicament: ''Too white" for the
black folks, "too black'' for the
white folks" I never_really felt like
I fit in. But alas! I came to college.
I came to Howard with the hope
that people would just let me be
me and not trip off of the way I
acted in conjunction with the
color of my skin.
,
For the most part that has
been true, but every once in
awhile someone still has the
audacity to imply that I'm not
''black enough."
Last time I checked, blackness is not something that we
"earn." There are no set rituals or
practices that we must complete
to be "Black Certified." And when
we criticize each other for not
doing or saying something that is
stereotypically black we are putting ourselves in a very minuscule
box, essentially doing what we
loathe others doing to us.
With skin as dark as mine
there is no question that I'm black
so I don't feel the need to do
something that is out of my character just because someone else
tells me that's what a black person
"should" say or do.
No one should succumb to
pressures to altering himself just
to be amicable.
I don't try to make excuses
for the way I am anymore; I simply implore those who have issues
with my mannerisms to blame it
on California suburbia. Because
honestly, I am over trying t0
prove to people that I'm "black
enough."
That was, like, totally Jr.
High.

This U?.tter is in resyonse to tlie
article yuhfufiec{ in the Nation aruf
Worla section of ]haay's (October 17,
2003) :Jfifftoy regarai.ng Senator Joe

Joe Lie6erman is yro yeace. Re
says, "'Tlie VnitecC States must act
now yroacttve[y, aggresstve[y and: in
cooperation with our afI'zes to liefy
moderate 2v1.us6ms tfiraugfiout tlie
worG:f who are 6eing 6esiegecC 6y isolation am[ intolerance." Tfiat quote
was yu66shecC Octo6er 17fi on 6efiafJ

ef tlie :Nationa{
Interest.
On 'Pafestinian issues, Joe
Lieberman 6e[ie:ves that Yasser

.'Arafat isn"t a credi6/e yartner f"'
yeace and: even ca«ea far his
rem.ova[ :J[e '\vouG:fyrefer to see him
reylacecCwith someone wifiine to stoy
terrorism,. recognize tlie right of the
Jewish state of Israe[ to exist in security am[ to also 6uiG:f a democratic
'Pa[estinian state.
Joe Li.e6erman is in ju{[ suyyort

of :J{CJJ'lls. .'Aii:mg witli Cangressman
Jim C[y6urn of Soutfi Carofrna, lie
securec£ sso million over a yerioc£ of
five years to 6e syreac£ among a

dozen :J{JJCLJs f(ff tlie yuryoses of
restwation am£ refia6iiltation of fiis•
toric 6uifi£ings. 11i.is wouW increase
the quality of education 6y increasing tlie state of tfie art classrooms,
fa6oratories, dormitories anc[ ac£ministrattve areas tliat are fi.ausea in
those 6uiidlngs.
On the issue of affirmative
action far .'Afri-can .'Americans Fi.is so
callee£ '1'lon suyyort" fias Geen construed with Fi.is 6efi.ef tfiat societa[

.....

•r

I

-
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l
ed his promise, and angered the
Piper. For revenge, while the
townspeople went to church one
Sunday (St. John's Day to be
exact), the piper appeared, played
his fife, gather the town's children, and lead them into a mountain, where they were never seen
•
agam.
The town of Hamelin shows
much respect to this legend, seeclianges incfuding equa[ etfucationa[
oyyortunities for a.IIraces 6y tfi.e year
2010 wouG:f soEid'ify diversity in university enrorrment and: tfie work
yfuce, efiminatine tfi.e neec£far affirmative action.
Jar tlie record; in his 14 years as
a Senator, from 1989 to tlie yresent,
he Fi.as consistent[y voted' against

fi01' efforts to enaaffirmative actum
Jfe afso was in suyyort of tlie
'University of :M.ichVJan maintaining
its affirmative action program.
.'As a result of fi.is yo6.cies, wlii[e
fie was the Attarl'l.ey (genera[ of
Connecticut from 1983 to 1986, 50 yercent of his office staff consisted' of
minorities am[ women. :Jfe co-ponsored"tfie 6ilI to co/Iect information on
racia[yrofi6:na as a first stey to era.£
icate tfie practice of "puffin.a over"
African Americans amf other
minorities more often than nonminorities.
Our yersyective as young
African .'American students is
ske"lvec£ifwe ffugrant[y a'-isregarcC tlie
record: of a dea'ocatec£yu6Coc servant
like Joe £.ie6erman. :J{e fi.a.s consistent[y served in tfie interest of worG:f
yeace, arn£ tfi.e inc[usion of minorities
in every asyect oJ·soci.ety.
:He is also a fine man, a man of
integrity, a man of yuryose and a
man on a mission. :Jfe is a man who
insyiretf this college soyhomare to
wok 6eyona tlie selfisli reafm of lier

W(ff/d; am£ reaftze t/iat t/ie _future h£
is working to secure is ours.
.'As we continue to examine tfie
cand'ulates for yu6[ic effice we wilI
a'isagree. 'But f£.t's just get the facts
st:raigfit. It cfu[ sacuien me to see so
much in the .Lie6erman articfe t!i.at
was not factual In tlie future, f£.t's
mafi.e more of an effort to c£o more
research, syeak to vo[unteers for cancfuia.tes anti remem6er tfi£ '\vho's
wli.at's w1i.en's ,vhere's and ,vhy's" of
journa.ftsm tliat constitute a quafi.ty

article.
Sincere[y,
.'Asliley '.R. Cooyer
.'Ash[ey R Cooyer can 6e reacliec[
at -w,vwjoe2004.com.

'

ing that music is not to be played
on the street of the alleged exodus
to this day. Although the story has
been translated into many .languages, and revised for many cultures, the basic story stays the
same. So, it doesn't take much see
a not-so-subtle similarity between
the Piper of Hamelin, and the
Piper of Chicago.
This leads me to wonder what

on earth would make R Kelly
choose a name with such a
notable history. I thought the R in
R&B was enough, but maybe he
thought it would be clever to give
the public a faint glimpse into
who he really is. The people of
Hamelin never found their Pied
Piper. However, the Piper of
Chicago is currently on tour. My
advice: just hide your kids, and

cover their ears. R Kelly may not:
have a mountain to hlde his youn-:
gins, but he has a phat crib with a:
sauna from what I've seen and:
heard.
'
And to all the other celebri-:
ties who think it's cute to have a:
million aliases, just relax. If you're:
good, we11 remember you. Peace:
Out.
'

'Dear '1-{'LJ Community,

and he would write me a prescription and never see bow I was progressing. In my opinion, that was
irresponsible of him. He doesn't
even know that I stopped the
meds unsupervised.
He is not the only medical
personnel who is uninformed. A
few weeks ago, when I was visiting my doctor for my annual pap
smear, I asked her how many
women she had seen who were
rape victims. She mentioned that
she treats a fair amount of victimized women, most of whom she
just checks out and sends on their
way. A few she refers to the ER to
undergo the rape kit if they want
to press charges, but they are few
and far between. According to the
National Crime Victimization
Survey, 61 percent of rapes/sexual assaults are not reported to the
police. Those rapists, of course,
never serve a day in prison.
I asked her if she referred
them to a counselor, and she
admitted that she didn't even
know about the DCRCC (D.C.
Rape Crisis Center).
I asked her if she knew what a
rape kit was, and she had no clue.
So Howard family, Jet me break it
down to you.
They take a light and scan
your entire body to see if there is
any of the suspect's saliva and/or
bite marks or the suspect's hairs
on your body. Then they proceed
with a pap and anal check. Next,
they pluck 50 hairs from your
head and pubic area and then
you're free to go. This occurs within 24 hours of the rape.
Remember a few years back
when there was a big uproar
about NY having 50,000 or more
unprocessed rape kits? That
meant 50,000 women had

endured the most violating med-:
ical exam that any person could'
imagine, and the evidence was sitting idly in a storage area.
My points are these:
1. There is an urgent need
for rape and incest training for
Howard's entire medical and
counseling staff.
2. The available resources
need to be publicized well and
often to the general Howard body:
For example, the DCRCC is
wonderful organization that
offers FREE individual and
counseling for rape and incest
survivors. There is also RAINN
(Rape Abuse Incest Nationaf
Network).
·
3. We as a race need to start
talking and facing the truths, real"
ities, and consequences of rapll
and incest in our community.
'

Did you know that 1 out of 6
women have or will be victims of
rape in their lifetime? A total of
17.7 million women have been
victims of this crime.
Three years ago, I became a
statistic. One of my female
"friends" drugged my drink and
arranged for her male friend to
rape me. They beat me and left
me unconscious for many hours.
Because of the rape, I was diagnosed with
PTSD
(PostTraumatic Stress Disorder) and
have been in intense counseling at
the D.C. Rape Center with private
counselors.
However, this letter isn't
about me. It's addressing the huge
informa_tion gap and mistreatment that I received from
Howard's medical providers.
This summer I went to the
University counseling center to
see a doctor about transferring
my care from private industry to
Howard. My doctor let me know
that he didn't want to discuss anything related to rape or sexual
abuse. He spent 10 minutes listening to the details and subsequent aftermath of the rape, had
me fill out a two-page Scantron
sheet, and then threw around
mental diagnoses that were
absurd and frankly untrue.
I called my regular psychiatrist and told her of the experience
that I had and the diagnosis that
l,ie gave me, and she was severely
disappointed at his apparent
insensitivity and Jack of responsibility as a medical doctor.
The next tragedy came with
the dispensing of medication. I
was on Paxil for PTSD symptoms,

'

a

group

•

Ladies, if you are a victim of
rape, attempted rape or any chi!dC
hood sexual abuse, please don't
be afraid to get help. There is
nothing the matter with you.
What happened wasn't your fault
and there are people available and
eager to help you. The sooner you
get help, the quicker you can live a
better life and just do you!
·
'
Sincerely,
'
Melody Bockelman

For more information on
DCRCC call (202) 333- 7273 (24
hours) or (202) 232- 0789.
For more information on
RAINN call 1-800- 656- HOPE
(24hours)

,.
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Leon Bet-t:

LISTEN!

HEY WE"RE All
GONNA DIE SON!

SO WIIAT DO '100 WANT Mt
TO DO ABOUT IT?
___,

GEEORGE W. BUSH
ISAN ALIEN!

WHATEVER

OSAMA IS THE
REAL PRESIDENT!
WE'RE All PINK
MONKEYS!
THE WORLD Will
END IN SWIRL OF
BLACK CHAOS!

The Hilltop
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,
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Nakisha Williams: she's the
black fly in your chardonnay
Reach
her
at
n_j_williams@howard.edu.

October 24, 2003
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USGA Ski Trip
January 16-18, 2004
$65 Deposit Due
October 30, 2003
Pay at Cramton Box
Office
For further info, come
to suite 118 in Blkbrn
Transworld
Communication
and
Development Services
email us at:
Writeaworld@hotmail.co
m

meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged
$5 for the first 20
:words and $1 for every
additional five words;;
dividuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a servi
uying or selling are
charged as local companies with a rate of
$10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5
words
ereafter. Personal ads
$2 for the frrst 10
d $1 t1 r,

Opportunities
Movie Extras/Models
Needed
No exp. required,
All looks and ages.
Earn $100 - 300 dollars
1-888-820-0167
Ext. DC13
Announcements
Students, Faculty, and
Staff...
Top Prices Paid for
New, Used amd
Unwanted textbooks
with resale value.
Taj Book Services
1-800-223-8250
(202) 722-0701
Textbook savings since
1982

Hello Laura and
Courtney Ms. and Mrs.
Senior _a nd Junior
Hilltop. Each Hilltopic
will cost you a dinner.
---Josef
-·,t,:iiSitff':
·< · '«;h
\i;;•t,:;,;"' " '
:o-:,:;:;

Calvin Keep

Howard University
College of Arts and Sciences
Division of Fine Arts
Department of Theatre Arts
Presents
SHAKIN THE MESS
OUTTA MISERY
Oct. 15-18, 21-25, 2003 at 7:30
pm
Oct. 15 and 18, 2003 at 2:30
pm
Environmental Theatre Space
(Inside the Fine Arts Building)
General Admission: $12.50
Students and Senior Citizens:
$7.50 (except Saturday
evening)
Call: (202) 806-7700

Small communication and
development sevices will
help you with:
Research assistance on
major projects
Editing and organizing
your manuscripts, termpapers, dissertations, conference papers, annual
reports, newsletters or
other documents.
Preparing speeches,
reports, newsletters and
•
magazines
Conducting workshops
Conducting diversity
workshops
Organizing and public
relations for conferences,
book launches and other
professional or
academic activities.
Services provided by experienced professionals with
advanced degrees in
English, Journalism/
Communication and Social
Sciences. Expertise in
•
international
journalism
and development issues.
Reasonable rates.

up the good
work!!!
-Maya
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Ooh La La
1800 M St • Wa s h . DC, NW
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.f riday

--

masks are -.,;earn,

mas,que

·' rhe fiend of hip hop it's
gz,t me st•Jck lik,J a crac!(
fJipt/ ·r'J'lci°'f~~ for ·you Cor:1
T'no,11c:1s, ,;cruggs &
Brandor1 ....
1

--JosE,f

National Council of
Negro Women, Howard
Section presents:
''Bison Helping in Our
Community''
Volunteer info-session
October 27, 2003
7:30pm
Blackburn Center
East Ballroom
\li:1111i Sq11ad
liall ()ut
1·11i, \\ l'l'kl' l1(i
:111,1 Sl1,1,, S,1111!1 l~,,.1,·!1
!10,, ,, c tio ,iat tl1crc ...
Ill. ltl, 111. 1(1. l(l

Movie Extras/ Models
needed
No exp. required, All
looks and ages.
Earn $100 - 300 doll~rs
per day.
1-888-820-0167 Ext.
Dc13

BS

The Hilltop

October 24, 2003

